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There Never Was A "Bad Boy".
But There Never Was A Boy Who
Didn't Soy He Was improved
By The Boy Scout Program

E PRINCETON
,NN'INO NEWSPAPER
EAR SINCE 1940

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, ThutSaay, February 9, 1950
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aleCaslin, Cubmaster of
9, Princeton, announced
at all Cub Scouts who
for
e the requirements
If Rank will be awarded
monthly
If Badge at the
eeting on Feb. 24 Harris
ke the presentation.
arris also will make the
tion of the Pack national
at the February meeting.
cCaslin urged parents of
Scouts to make every efe that their sons qualify
Wolf Badge rank by Feb4

uns into
end of

s being
cription

rson Man To Head
cout Council Of
Kentucky Area
Delker, Jr., Henderson,
ted president of the West
• y Area Council of the
uts of America at the aneting of the organization
ursday at Madisonville.
er will succeed Morris .J.
, Owensboro, who has
e post for the past two
Other officials include the
Edward Cayce, MadisonV. E. Anderson, Owv ice-president; Theonger, Owensboro, trees•: Forrest Mercer, Mad!e, council commissioner.
council embraces Daviess,
n, Hankins, Henderson.,
k, Caldwell, Crittenden,
Ohio, Muhlengerg, Union,
ton, and Webster counties.

II To Preach At
r Bluff Sunday
Rev. Travis Terrell; of
county, will conduct sert 11 a. m. and 7 p. in. Sunat Cedar Bluff Baptist
it is announced. Sunday
will be held at 10 a. m.

Bunce To Conduct ,}
ice At Fredonia
he .Rev. Charles M. Bunce,
ducah, will conduct vesper
cs at 5 p. m. Sunday at the
nia First Presbyterian
n, it is announced. The pubinvited to attend.

REACH

SUNDAY
Rev. Bill Hinton, of Madille, will preach at 11 a. m.
lay at Lebanon Baptist
h, it is announced.

wring
▪ Reporter
QUESTION:
Ill is to be introducei into
ess limiting to 25 per cent
tal amount that may be tak- the Federal government
i'come tax, no matter how
one may make. Would you
ve this bill?
ANSWERS:
A. Woodall: I would not be
vor of that bill. I think evdy should be equally taxed
cordance to what he makes
hould keep in mind that our
debt has to be paid.
rk Cunningham: I think
ncome tax system slould be
ae it is and proper taxes
on co-operatives and mittual
ante companies.
M. Oliver: Indeed, I would
e in favor of such a bill. As
as the people will let the
sal .government dictate the
,nt of taxes we have to pay,
tiore they will add on toastur
every year. We are already
g enough income tax and
s way the working class Of
le would have to pay more.

January Weather
Data Of Princeton
And Vicinity
Unusual Temperature
And Rainfall Reported
For County By A. M.
Harvill, Weatherman

Boy Scout finance
'or Princeton got under
lay with a kick-off
the K. U. Office. Mark
m, general chairman,
smpaign, a n d Grayson
n, chairman of the ThreeDistrict, pi esented the
ogram and requested the
of the community in the
J. Harris, field executhe Three Rivers District,
• the details of the cam• nd indicated that the
program in Princeton is
ing satisfactorily.
ancial quota was set by
rman. Those working on
paign were urged to see
✓ potential "friends of
as possible, Harris
'thousIS hoped that one
necton citizens will inthe "Men of Tomorrow,"

De IV

Wins District Soil
Conservation Award

RAYMOND STROUBE
Pictured here is Raymond
Stroube, of Princeton Route 3,
who won the 1949 Tom Wallace
Soil and Water, Forest and Wildlife Conservation prize of $50 in
the First Congressional District.
Mr. Stroube is the first farmer
in Caldwell county ever to win
the district award. There were
ouly three awards given higher
than the one presented to Stroube
out of participants over the
State and 11 counties in Indiana.

Valentine Royalty
To Be Crowned
Butler King And Queen
To Be Honored Monday
Night At Musical
A king and,sueen will be
crowned and thel7 attendants will
be honored at 7:30 p. m. Monday
at a Valentine musical, "Sweethearts on Parade," which will be
presented by the Girls' Glee Club
and the High School mixed chorus at Butler High School auditorium, it is announced.
The king and queen were chosen by the student body in a secret ballot and their names will
be announced at the time of the
coronation. Principal C. A. Horn
will place the crown on the
queen's head.
The girls from. among whom
the queen and her maid-of-honor
were selected are Norma Sue
Cartwright, Carolyn Croft, Nancy Glenn, Sue Mitchell, Ann
Quisenberry, Rosemary Redd,
Dorla Stallings, Nancy Armstrong,
Pat Dalzell, Catherine Hopper,
Eleanor Ann Jones and Joan
Mitchell.
Boys from whom the king and
his court were chosen are Johns*,Loftus, David Alexander, Bennie Mashburn, Kenneth Barrett,
Bill McCaslin, Frank Pool, Ken
Barnes, Bill Young, Charles
Wade, Ronnie Filets Don Poindexter and Bill Price.
The musical will be directed by
Miss Nancy Stowers, music instructor. Miss Dorothy Ann Wood
will be the accompanist.

Youth Week Observed
By Various Churches
The young people of six local
churches recently formed a committee composed of presidents of
the youth groups, Y-Teens and
Hi-Y Clubs to plan activities for
"National Youth Week," which
continued through last week.
Taking part on the program for
the first meeting, held at the
Christian Church Sunday, Jan. 29,
were Chloe Ann Winters, Norma
Sue Cartwright, Dorla Stallings,
Wilma Prince, Charles Wade,
Ronnie Filer, Brenda Filer and
Alton Templeton, Jr.
A chapel program was given
at Butler High School on February 1, with Sara Ridhie and Jimmy Wallace presiding. Alton
Templeton, Sr., addressed the
group. Charles Pleratt, Lexington, and David Alexander were
also on the program and music
was furnished by the Butler High
school mixed chorus.
FREDONIA 64, MARION 44
Fredonia — The Fredonia Yellowjackets walloped the Marion
Blue Herrors 64-44 here Friday
night.
The Yellowjackets were playing without the services of two
regulars, Vinson and Walker, who
were
Wigginton, Fredonia guard, led
all scorers by heaving in 22
points.
Fredonia
12 27 48 64
11 14 25 44
Marion
Fredonia (64)•
Fordwards: Sigler 7, G. Rogers
4, Rice.
Centers: Akridge 13, Jones 7.
Guards: Wigginton 22, Riley 9,
Vaught '2, D. Rogers.
Marlon (44)
Forwards: Hamilton 4, Sturgeion, Brown 10.
Centers: Hatcher A.
Guards: Morrill 9, Teer 12.

By C. H. Brockineyer, Jr.
January was above average in
both temperature and rainfall.
Winter grains made slight
growth throughout the month
which is considered unusual fe
January. However, late sow:
grasses and legumes were partly
pulled out of the ground by freezing weather. There was a small
amount of pasturing during the
month.
TEMPERATURE
The average temperature wa•
44.5 degress or 8.8 degrees ahoy,
normal. The highest recorded wt,
78 degrees on January 24 and tin
lowest was 12 degrees January
compared to a high of 65 degrees
and a low of four degrees below
zero recorded here for the same
period during 1948. That seine
year, 1948, a low of 21 degrees
below zero was recorded in the
State. The lowest temperature on
record in Kentucky during the
period 1899 to 1950 was.25 degrees below zero in 1936.
PRECIPITATION
for the
The, precipitation
rminth was 10.43 inches or 0.09
inches above normal. Most of this
fell in the form of r a i n. The
greatest amount of moisture in
solid form on the ground occurred January 5 with eight-tenths
of an inch of sleet and frozen
rain. Freezing rain during this
period caused damage to trees
and wires. There were 16 days
during the month with precipitation of one-tenth inch or more.
Toward the latter part of the
month, heavy rain caused rivers
and streams in this area to be
above flood stage. In the past
period of 81 years of Kentucky
weather, only twice before has
January precipitation exceeded
that of January 1950. That was in
1937 when the average was 15.77
inches and in 1913 when the average was 11.41.

Junior Red Cross
Work Progresses•
Art Classes Being
Conducted At Butler
And Eastside Schools
Fifty-three elementary classrooms and seven high school
groups have enrolled 100 per cent
in the Junior Red Cross, Mrs. H.
C. Lester, chairman, announces.
This includes all schools in the
county.
The group collected rook cards
for Outwood Hospital, repaired,
painted, and presented toys to the
needy. They are now filling gift
boxes, saving soap wrappers and
"blue horse heads" from school
supplies to win a radio for a polio ward in Louisville. Students at
Butler High school are making
a chest to fill with supplies to send
to needy children.
The Eastside Council met last
Wednesday with the following
members present: Art Travis,
Margaret Sue Oliver, Betty Lou
Cash, Raquel Williams, Eva Magdaline Mitchell, Dorris Akers,
Bonnie Jenkins, Barbara Paris,
Herbert Wayne Elder, Oscar
Mitchell and Laska 'Ann Lisman.
Officers elected were Oscar
Mitchell, president; Laska Lisman, vice-president; and Bonnie
Jenkins, secretary and treasurer.
Council member selected at
Butler High School with Mrs.
Cooper Crider, sponsor, are Shirley Storms, Jimmy Catlett, Betty
Hopper, Louard Gray, Joyce Jarvis, Charles McClain, Gray Gilkey, Martha Stallings, Marjorie
Hamby, Ralph Anderson, Betty
Holt, Nancy Armstrong, Sara
Richie and Bonnie Martin.
Two Junior Red Cross art classes are being conducted at Eastside and Butler. •
Miss Atha Stallings is sponsor
for the county and reports that
the Fredonia school is taking part
in projects of all departments of
Junior Red Cross work.
Henrietta Cafeteria
Opened Today
The Henrietta Hotel, recently
leased by W. C. Doty, of Henderson, will open a modern cafeteria
today. The dining room, as well
as the rest of the building, has
recently been redecorated.
.
Mr. am& Mrs. Billy Morris,
Nashville, Tenn., spent last weekend with his aunt, Mrs. L. L.
Patmor, and family, West Main
street.

NO SQUAWK COMING

Number 32

Local Boy Heads
In Western Kentucky

Ellis R. Johnston, son of Mr. lseiel steers, two acres of dark
and 'Mrs. Barney Johnston of tobacco, 15 acres of wheat, 12
Route 3, Princeton, and member acres of corn, 15 acres of lespedeza hay, pasture improvement and
of the Butler Chapter Future
sow aril pip.
Farmersof America, was chosen
Other officers elected were
president of the Western Kentucky District Federation of Future Bobby Ashby, vice president,
Farmers at the organization's an- Hanson Chaptersaaymona Stone,
nual leadership training meeting secretary, Morganfield Chapter;
held Wednesday, February 1, at Donald Thomas, treasurer, Marion Chapter, and David Heuton,
Dawson Springs.
The Westein Kentucky District reporter, Hughes Kirk Chapter.
is composed of 18 schools having
departments of vocational agriculture. The district president directs the work of the organization and presides over meetings
at District Field Days and Leadership Training Days.
Ellis has been active in FLA
work for the past several years.
He has represented his school
and chapter as delegate to the
Kentucky Association's annual
convention at IsOuisville for the
past,two years, was a member of
the 1948 livestock judging team
at the State fair, exhibited cat:* b, an ancient parrot, has no squawk corn ng as he views the
tle at the Louisville Fat Cattle
will of his master, George M. Blair (aboVe) a retired Pittsburgh, Pa., show and was district winner in
policeman at Detroit, Mich. Blair has willed an estate currently burley tobacco production last
valued at more than $40,000 to the bird. (AP Wirephoto)
year.
This year Ellis' farming program includes two head of regisELLIS R. JOHNSTON
tered beef cattle, two head of

Plans To Extend
City limits Said
To Be Under Study
Report Drawn Up By A
City Official Points
Out Advantages Of
Living In Town

Extension of Princeton's pres
ent boundary lines is being set
iously considered by. this community's present 'administration,
according to informants close to
the chief executive and his
council.
Plans to enlarge this city already are under study and a report pointing out the advantages
to property owners has been
drawn up. However, information
outlining the extent of the proposed expansion was not reSfeled.
A report given The Leader,
pointed out that property owners
inside the city receive without
cost, except for city taxes, the
following advantages: free street
lights, free garbage pickup, free
sewage disposal, free police protection, free fire protection and
a low fire insurance rate, free
street cleaning and city water.
Property owners outside Princeton pay no city taxes but the
high insurance rate for those outside the city make the tax negligible, it was stated.
Princetonians To
. 'Insurance on a $5,000 home
outside Princeton is $39 while
Open Hardware
the rate for those in the city is
Six pupils of Fredonia High Austin, Leo Hill, Mary Louise Store At Kuttawa
only $22.85 or a difference of
School made the semester special Askew, Richie Burton, Leroy
Announcement has been made
$16.15," according to the report.
Beavers,
BarClinton
with
nine
beMcNeely,
A's
all
honor roll of
City taxes on a $5,000 home basof the Cole-Joiner Hardware Co.,
ing listed on the third six-week bara Lee Cartwright, Annalene a new firm owned and operated Property Owners Asked
ed on a list of 56 per cent of its
term special roll, it is announced. Harper, Jacqualene Yandell, Joe- by Dr. N. T. Cole and Harry To Cooperate With
value would be $18.20.
Seniors making the special roll letta Beckner, Mary Louise Can- Joiner, Jr., to be opened in Kut"If the county property owner
Garden Club
for the semester were Jetta Mur- ada and Dickie Rice.
tawa about the middle of this
Mrs. Richard Ratliff presented insured his property for comray, Wanda Nelson, Millidene
Betty 'Jean Burton, Patsy month.
plete protection, as compared to
a plan of civic beautification at a the city
Barnes, Marjorie Sigler and Bar- Dortch, Delores Creasey, Nancy
property owner, he
retiring
from
Dr.
Cole,
who
is
the
on
Williams.
Those
third
bara
meeting of the Princeton Rose and would pay within $2.05 of what
Travis, Gary Childress, Phillip
selldo
the
practice
here,
will
his
Jetta
were
six-week special roll
Phelps and Donald Fralick.
ing for the new business and Mr. Garden Club Thursday night, the city property owner pays for
Murray, Wanda Nelson, Millidene
Pupils on the regular third six- Joiner will handle the buying.
Feb. 2, at George Coon Library. the same fire protection plus taxBarnes, Sandra Crayne, Marjorie week roll included Kenneth Menes without receiving advantages
Mr. and Mrs. Cole and daugh- The plan which includes a mass
Sigler and Barbara Williams.
ser, Minnie Mae Cartwright,
planting of pink and white dog,- 'offered at no extra cost to city
to
make
their
ter,
Joyce,
plan
only
the
was
Howtian
Margaret
Wanda Lee Riley, Doris Dearing,
wood, crepe myrtle and iris, was property owners."
pupil from the Junior class mak- Hilda Brown, Diann Carter, Mar- home in Kuttawa as soon as hous- accepted.
The report also mentioned that
available.
Mr.
facilities
are
ing
ing the special list for the semes- ie Van Hooser, Myrtle Horning,
the charge for a fire call outside
askowners
are
being
Property
associated
with
his
Joiner,
who
is
ter. Two names on the six-week .Amanda Terrell, Edith Hogan
Princeton is $90, while those infather at Joiner Hdwe Co., will ed to cooperate with Garden
special bat were Mary LOstiaa. and Dean Akridge.
side the city receive the service
help
beautify
Club
members
to
remain here.
Canada and Margaret Howton.
Others were Doris George,
the town so it will be recognized free of charge.
Pupils on the regular semester
The informant, who asked that
Sheridan, Clare Baird,
Christine
by tourists who will pass through
Rogers,
Gerald
include
honor roll
his name not be discussed, said
Seymore, James CartRobert
tour
of
Kenhere
on
their
annual
Menser,
Dean Akridge, Kenneth
wright, Preston Morris, Pat
tucky homes in May. Other speak- that Princeton has reached the
Noal Davenport, Minnie Mae
Violet Rollins, HowBradshaw,
on the program were Mr. Al- saturation point and that it is alers
Cartwright, Wanda Lee Riley,
Charles Vinson.
Faught
and
ton
Templeton and Mr. Oliver C. most impossible for a prospective
ard
Doris Dearing, Hilda Brown, Dihome owner to find a suitable
Allcock.
Jean
Barbara
Vinson,
Kathleen
anna Carter, Marie Van Hooser,
lot for sale. He also pointed out
A.
D.
Litchfield
Held
AsMary
L.
Flowers on display were an arSara Crayne, Myrtle Horning, Austin, Lee Hill,
that expansion of boundaries
rangement of Japonica by Mrs.
Amanda Terrell, Luretta Traylor kew, Richie Burton, Leroy Mc- Pastorates In Eleven
would make the city easier to
Wiliam Larkin, a double hyacinth
Neely, Clinton Beavers, Barbara
and Edith Hogan.
police since city officers are not
Kentucky
Counties
HarAnnalene
Cartwright,
from
Harvill's
Nursery
and
a
Lee
Gerald Sigler, Violet Rollins,
allowed to make arrests in comPastor of Methodist churches in large African violet plant from
Howard Faught, Katherine Hale, per, Jacqualene Yandell, Joeletta
munities surrounding the town.
James.
11
Kentucky
Ray
counties,
including
Mrs.
Brad
Lacy's
collection
of
Beckner
and
25
Doris George, Christine Sheridan,
Caldwell,
in
50
years
as a minis- specimens.
Jerry Phelps, Betty Jean BurClara Baird, William Phelps,
Robert Seymore, James Cart- ton, Patsy Dortch, Delores Creas- ter, the Rev. Albert D. Litchfield, Branches of trees and shrubs for
wright, Garnet Traylor, Charles ey, Nancy Travis, Phillip Phelps, 83, of Louisville, died Sunday at identification were brought in by
Donald Fralick and Monia Sue Methodist Evangelical Hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Inglis, of Dawson
Vinson and Pat Bradshaw.
He retired 10 years ago, but since Springs, Mrs. William Larkins,
Kathleen Vinson, Barbara Jean Blackburn.
had served brief periods as act- Mrs. John McLin, Mrs. McKee
ing pastor of several churches.
Thomson and Mrs. Henry Sevi- Event To Be Held At
Rotary Speaker Gives
Former Butler Pupil
Mr. Litchfield attended Cadiz son. Branches of pussy willow,
Promoted By Army
Talk On Water Plant
High School and taught school for planting, were given by Dr. Central Presbyterian
Pvt. James I. Fralick, son of
two years in Trigg county be- C. F. Engelhardt.
for
Church On February 24
new
Princeton's
Operation of
Mr. and Mrs. Clell Fralick, 112
fore his admittance to the LouisThe club's year books were disThe World Day of Prayer will
Good street, who is serving as a water plant, currently under
ville Conference of Methodist tributed by Mrs. W. L. Granstaff. be observed at 3 p. m. Friday,
mortar gunner with Heavy Mor- construction, was explained by
Churches in 1890.
The floral cover was designed by Feb. 24, the first Friday of Lent,
tar Company, 7th Cavalry Regi- Philip More, resident engineer,
Mrs. Granstaff and Miss Eliza at t h e Central Presbyterian
In
the
of
Louisville
meeting
area
he
regular
weekly
held
the
at
ment, 7th Cavalry Division of the
Nall.
Church, it is announced by Mrs.
occupation forces in Tokyo, Ja- the Rotary Club Tuesday night pastorates in Middletown and
Anchorage, at West Broadavay,
Suggestions to home owners for George H. Stephens, chairman of
pan, has recently been promoted at the First Christian Church.
Prayer commitBilly McCaslin was introduced Portland and St. Matthews Meth- planting of dogwood, crepe myr- the World Day of
to private first class. He attendtle and iris will appear in next tee of the local council of rhumb
as Junior Rotarian for the month odist churches.
ed Butler High school.
From 1927 to 1932 he was pre- week's issue of The Leader. Oth- women.
of February. His guest was HowThe World Day of Prayer will
Mr. N. H. Talley, Sr., I. C. Rail- ard Stone, Jr. Another guest was siding elder of the Elizabethtown er beautification projects under90 counway employee, is ill at his home T. D. Humphreys of Mayfield. District of Kentucky Methodists. taken by the club will be an- be observed this year in
tries, according to Mrs. Stephens.
on West Main street.
John Owen McKinney was award- He also served as secretary of the nounced as plans are completed.
'The chain of prayer will be
ed a one-year perfect attendance Louisville Conference Sunday Local florists have offered their
made of millions of people worSchool Board for 12 years. Dur- cooperation, it is reported.
Film Beauty Takes
pin.
shipping in all parts of the world ,
ing his 50 years as a minister he
Real Church Role
and praying in 60 different lanattended every session of the Scouting Is Subject
Miss Eldred Attends
guages," she said. "Following the
Louisville Conference and every
t-sun,'it wilisstart in- the Fill- is.'
Louisville Polio Meet
stash:in but One of the district Of Kiwanis Address
G. Frank Brown, Madisonville, lands at dawn and continue westMiss Mary Wilson Eldred at- conference.
ward from the ports of Singapore
tended a meeting of the State
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Penich member of the Executive Board of
and Shanghai into isolated vilBoard of Directors for the Ken- Litchfield, died in July. Survivors the Western Kentucky Area
lages of China and Pakistan and
tucky Chapter of Infantile Pa- are daughters! Mrs. A. R. Roam, Council, Boy Scouts of America,
from African jungles to the Arcralysis at the Seelbach Hotel in Dawson Springs; Mrs. E. R. Kol- was guest speaker at the Princetic wilderness," she explained.
tinsky, Princeton: Mrs. 0. M. ton Kiw inis Club Wednesday.
Louisville last Tuesday.
World Day of Prayer is interNeil Dalton, director of the Morris, Pound, Va., and Miss MarMr. Brown spoke on the plac- denominational, interracial and
Kentucky chapter, served as garet Litchfield; sons, Samuel P., Of Scouting in strengthening the international in scope. Offerings
chairman, and plans were discus- Eddyville, and A. D. Litchfield, arm of Liberty. He indicated that are divided between missionary
sed for activities during the com- Jr.; 11 grandchildren and one Scouting is Ametica's answer to work at home and abroad to
ing year. It was pointed out that great-grandchild. Services were the Communist threat which faces bring the peoples of our country
the deficit in funds is a result of conducted at 2 p. m. Tuesday af- the world today. "With 2,200,000 and the world into greater comthe polio epiuemic the last year, ternoon at Broadway Methodist boys and men subscribing to and munion with cach other through
and that the chapter is now run- Church.
living up to the Scout Oath and supplying their spiritual, educeBurial was in Resthaven Ceme- Law," Brown said, "America will ational and recreational needs.
ning • without funds until the
March of Dimes campaign is com- tery, Louisville.
have the leadership she needs .in Last year a quarter million dollars
Rev. Litchfield held the pas- the years to come."
pleted, Miss Eldred said.
was collected and used in this
Miss Eldred also stated that torate of Ogden Memorial Methwork.
seven cases were treated in this odist Church here during his
All churches, fraternal, -youth,
Rideout Is New
county last year, and that the ministry.
charitable, civic and social
quota for this year's campaign
Interstate Manager
groups are invited to join with
Was feat than the money spent on
David Rideout has been made the women of the church to make
Butler
Band
To
Give
these patient.
manager of the local Interstate the day a community-wide as
Concert February 18
Finance Corp., it was' announced well as a world-wide symbol of
Butler High School band will this week. Mr. Rideout, who came fellowship, Mrs. -Stephens said.
Princeton Soldier
olleen ownsend, 21-year-old
give a concert at the school audi- from the Henderson office, sue- Special Progrates, she added, are
tationed
In
Japan
film beauty, addresses the contorium cit 8:15 p. en. Saturday,1 ces-ds James Holt, who has been being planned to include all the ,
gregation of the Presbyterian
Pfc Howard R Ledford, son of February 18, it is announced, No transferred to Sturgis.
groups in the community, includ
Church, at Punxuntawny. Pa. Mrs. Millie Kirk, 202 West Young admission will be charged.
ing the children.
Miss towismaIrd, who was in Pun- street, is a member of the basketCONDITION IMPROVED
The annual event is sponsors
xuntawney 11) attend the premier ball team with the EiCith UnitMr. and Mrs. George Stephens, The condition of William H by women's' devotional grou;
of' her latest picture, said that ed States Army in Tokyo, Japan Shepardson street, visited their McElroy, Sr., who is under treat- throughout the world and in ti
she is going to quit the movies He is assigned to Compally "E", son, Mr. George H. Stephens, Jr., ment at Princeton Hospital for a country by the United Council
for a life of religious work. (AP Seventh Cavalry Regiment, First and family, in Jackson, Miss., sev- heart ailment, was reported Wed- Church Women, an organizati,
Wirephoto)
Class Division.
eral days last week.
nesday to be-improved.
represehting 10,000,000 women.

Fredonia Honor Roll
Pupils Are Announced

Local Club Plans
To Beautify City

Former Princeton
Minister Dies

World Prayer Day
To Be Observed

its
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What Do You Own?
None in Caldwell County deny that Americ:ins- enjoy the highest standard of living in the world. We are grateful for the good
things but not boastful. It is just a fact, a statement. How much
better off are we, materkally? The Federal Reserve Board, through
the University of Michigan Research Center sent out trained questioners for answers from all kinds of people in 'all walks of life.
Here are some of our 'comforts':
Even where heads of family were under 25 years, about 3 in
every 5 families have an auto. One in 20 families have two.
Four in every 5 families possessed something worth $500 or
more as, bank accounts, government bonds, life insurance, real
etate or securities, interest in a business or a 1940-1949 auto.
Stock in corporations is owned hy about i in 12 families.
One in 24 families has stock worth more than $1,000.
One in 50 families has stock worth more than $5,000.
Three in every 4 families have at least one member carrying
life insurance. When incomes are under $1,000, 1 in 2 families have
insurance. Two of every 5 families with life insurance pre--40KiTiiums averaging more than $100 a year.
One-half of all families had indebtedness but only one-fourth
of families debts run over $500.
k: There is much more to the list but this gives us an idea of
what we own, in a small part.

Save The Surface...?
Consider the automobile. Though it is a rugged piece of machinery, its owner, aided by the designers and the accessory trade,
pampers it with protection.
Once the radiator was the front of the automobile. Now it is
covered by the hood and protected by a grille. Then the grille must
be defended by a burnber and a bumper guard.
The metal of the body is covered with the finest, hardest, and
shiniest of enamels. Yet the careful car owner covers the enamel
with wax or a plastic finish—he must protect the paint that protects
the metal.
Even underneath, the modern car now usually wears a rubber
undercoating to guard it from mud, sand, and rust.
Inside, the manufacturer selects his upholstery for style and
durability; and a salesman persuades the buyer to put on seat
covers to protect the upholstery from beistg soiled—or seen.
Remember the cars that stood in a tew salesrooms before the
holidays, wrapped in cellophane like Christmas packages? We fully
expect some day to see one of those being driven down the street.

Afloat Once More
It has been rumored that President Truman ordered construction of the hydrogen bomb because the Missouri was stuck on a mud
bank—to keep the country's defenses up to par, of course.
If this is not a gross canaru, it is at least a slight exaggeration
which we refuse to accept without furthr inquiry.
Anyhow, the Big Mo is afloat, "practically undamaged." The
navy can quench its blushes, and the nation can get back to
the
daily whodunits, the coal strike, and perhaps can cogitate a little
on mankind's latest engine of self-destruction which makes
the
biggest battleship seem like a bundle of flintlocks
alongside a
blockbuster.
We are relieved for the good state of Missouri where even
the
wildlife was showing signs of frustration; and for Missouria
ns everywhere, some of whom, we understand, have been trying
to talk like
Kentuckians to seek refuge in the glow of the Barkleian
romance
from the ignominy of a Chesapeake mud flat.
And we are happy for Admiral Blandy, Captain
Brown, the
navy salvage team, and the navy generally.
For the admiral, one could ask no finer farewell
present than
the dispatch, "Missouri reports for duty." For
the captain, his big
ship afloat will ease greatly the heavy responsibi
lity that rests inescapably on a fine officer. For Admiral
Smith and his salvage
team, no ribbons or medals could ever
equal the sight of that great
hull moving. And for the navy comes
rescue of a symbol of its
glory at a moment when a break in the clouds
is most welcome.
—(The Christian Science Monitor)

The government of this nation is dominated by
the small towns
and rural areas—not by the great city
populations. That striking
fact is developed in an analysis of the
United States Congress published in the December issue of The American
Press.
The analysis shows that 76 out of the 96
Senators-79 per cent
—are elected by rural majorities, and that 54
per cent of the Representatives represent more rural counties than
urban counties. For
the purpose of the study, a rural county
was considered to be one
in which there is no community with more
than 10,000
The small number of Senators who represent population.
predominantly
urban constituents mostly come from states
with very small land
areas and concentrated industry, such as
Rhode Island and Connecticut. .
The study shows further that 42 Senators and
132 Representatives have a weekly newspaper as their home
town paper. It then
said: "All of those from rural areas depend
on weekly newspapers
as one of their chief barometers of the opinions of
their constituents."
The point is that, in spite of the growth
of the cities, this is
still a grass-roots country. The people on
the farms, in the villages,
and in the small municipalities have
the dominant voice when it
comes to electing the men who make our
laws. The future of
America is in our hands.
—(The Kentucky Standard)

Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
Quoting Editor Clarence Martin of the
Tompkinsville News
about civic apathy in his town:
"Too many of our civic organization
gatherings are a disgrace
to our town and communities rather
than what they ought to be.
This remark is in no way meant as any
reflection on anyone of the
'chosen few' who do strive from week to
week and month to month
trying to make a better town and communit
y to get up after supper
and come out to the meetings and join
in with their fellowman in
trying to promote and build our communit
ies. '
"When the monthly meetings of the
Tompkinsville Chamber of
Commerce are held, it should be no odd
sight to see the courthouse
packed with citizens, who are eager to help
their town and community. Instead there is the little group
of six to 15 interested citizens,
who are broadminded enough to want
to see improvements, gathered
there in the remote corners of the hall of
justice, working and trying
with all their might to lay plans for better
things of the community,
while the majority of the citizens
'bake their shins' or read the
funnies.
"The Chamber of Commerce is no
exception to the rule. There
is the Lions Club, the P. T. A.,
the American Legion, the V. F. W.,
and.possibly other civic organizat
ions whose purposes are so often
defeated by lack of personal interest
from those who should be for
the uplifting of our cortimunities."
My guess is that Editor Martin's
picture fits two-thirds of the
small cities and towns in Kentucky
. Half of them, anyway But
wherever small groups meet there's
hope, if the little groups are determined to get what they want. It
sometimes takes almost fanatical real. Half a dozen respected citizens,
backed by the local newspaper, can in some cases accomplish
more than 50 to 100 when it
comes to making decisions.
Our suggestion to Tompkinsville's
little group is to keep afighting. The whole town may fall in
line eventually. Certainly a
majority will.
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Washington
Letter

Littley,Chips

By Vern Haugland
Washington — The typical
American baby born since Jan. 1,
1949, has something his ancestors
lack — a permanent number in a
nationally-organized file. If he
lives long enough he may see that
number used for his social security card, driver's license, marriage license (and, if marriage
fails, his divorce decree), for selective service and finally for his
death certificate. As of today,
however, the number is used only
on birth certificates.
In the interests of simplicity
and economy, the states for many
years have been trying to standardize and coordinate the keeping of birth records and other bas• • •
ic data. Out of their efforts and
My 'better h all' had some
those of the National Office of
doubt about my changing the tire
Vital Statistics grew the birth
since this was the first one I had
numbering system which went
ever changed in 11 years of drivInto effect formally at the start
All early matches had to be
ing along the highways—mostly
of 1949.
by-ways when younger. However, struck against phosphorus, a deadUnder the uniform system, the
when Virgil Smith and family ly poison.
number is in three sections.
came along and stopped she seemThe three-digit first section
T h e modern, non-poisonous
ed reassured.
match was Invented in 1911 by designates the country and the
state of birth. The United States
William A. Fairburn.
• • •
is No. 1, Canada No. 2. Other
After reading several accounts
Fifty years ago federal taxes countries,
particularly in Latin
where a traveling salesman in
amounted to only $3.88 per per- America,
have expressed interest,
one of our largerscilates had sevson. Now it's about $270 a head. but as yet
no other international
eral women disrobe so that he
could examine them for rash, we
In an oil field on the Nether- numbers have `been assigned.
The states ate numbered in alare inclined to think perhaps the lands German border, peat and
young man was right when he o'frare taken from the same area. phabetical sequence — Alabama
said there was an epidemic of
In 1860, four U.S. people worked 01, Arizona 02 and son on, except that the District of Columrash in the town. No woman exSiam derives much revenue bia is $8, between Delaware
cept a RASH one would believe
and
a line as handed out by the man from licensing fish-fights. Small Florida. Thus the area code for
but
pugnacio
us
"climbing perch" Arkansas is 103, for Wyoming
who pretended to be a doctor.
are kept in glass globes for fight- 149.
• • •
ing, accompanied by heavy popuThe second section consists of
Mrs. Y. W. Stevenson, of East
lar gambling.
two digits showing the year of
St. Louis, sent The Leader a
check for $3 last week to re-new
her subscription. Attached to the
check was a note saying, "I can't
0
Like +several other Princetonans, your editor and his 4,amily
drove to Eddyville Sunday afternoon to view the flooded streets
of that city. The ride there over
the detour proved somewhat
rough so we decided to return
by way of Kuttawa and Fredonia.
While driving along at a fast clip
looking at the scenery and trying
to persuade Chip to play on the
seat instead of the floor, we smelled something which I decided was
the odor of roasted peanuts coming from the outside. licrever,
about two seconds later the peanuts turned out to be a flat rear
tire.

do without my home paper." No
Mrs. Stevenson, and The Leader
couldn't do without so many of
our good subscribers like you.
• • •
A preacher from Texas came in
the other day and made a friendly complaint about the four inch
space his revival received on the
front page of The Leader. The editor had honestly given the article the amount of Bp ace he
thought it should receive. However, there was one factor he overlooked. The preacher was from
Texas and out Texas way it's a
short step from the range to
heaven.

birth The thild, of six digiu,
dicates the sequence of birth in
each state. Thus the first child
born in low% in 1050, for example, would be No. 114-50-000001.
The 1 is for United States, 14 for
Iowa, 50 for 1950.
The area code designates Alaska as 150, Hawaii 151, Puerto
Rico 152 and the Virgin Islands
153. Four cities which have separate birth registration systems
also are recognized. They are

Baltimore 164, Boston 1E5, New
York City 158 and New Orleans
157.
Two other area code numbers
have been reserved for immigrants or for U.S. citittins born in
foreign countries. They are No.
158, for the use of the Justice
Department's immigration and
Naturalization Service". and 159,
for the State Department's Passport Division.
The only areas not yet using the

new numbering system
forma (No. 104), Maryl„
MeSsitchtuitees (129), N.
(131), Pennsylvania (!'
mont (144) and
The Office of V
plains that those :
Boston were using fil,,
that did not read elves to the flew •
are expected to ch,,, ,
eventually, after they
time to revise their pt
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Is history repeating itself? And
doing it so subtly that the repetition is almost imperceptible? It
looks very much right now like
that is exactly what is happening
in the 1950 Bi-Annual Kentucky
State Legislature.
Many of you will recall that
last year When Governor Earl
Clements called a special session
to pass a property reassement
program, the legislature did
practically nothing except gripe
for several weeks. Then slowly,
gradually, order began to come
out of chaos.
It was as if a magician had
waved a magic wand. And that is
just about what happened. The
Governor, who is a master politician, allowed an irate legislature to get its wrath out of its
system first, then very gently,
but quite firmly, guided them
into passage of his legislation.
This year the legislature is following much the same path. We
are at the approximate half-way
point of the assembly, and so far
only two pieces of legislation
have shown any signs of being
forcefully guided.
The first was the budget bill;
the second concerned revision of
licenses on vending machines operated by coins, such as cigaret
and candy machines.
Even this administration measure—the coin machine measure—
ran into some heavy weather and
was allowed for the time being
to pull into a safe harbor.
The legislature is reminiscent
of nothing so much as a rudderles
s
ship without a motor which
is being buffeted aimlessly by
every
vagrant zephyr.
This state of affairs, however,
is not likely to continue. If
ever
Kentucky had an administration
which was tempered-steel determination clothed with only the
thinnest of velvet gloves, it's the
administration of iron-willed Earl
C. Clements.
This has prompted most of the
veteran observers of State policies
and Government to believe
that
the rudderless ship will be
provided a rudder and a driving
power
probably within the next three
weeks. The situation appears to
be like this:
Clements will let the legislature
putter around getting nowhere
until near the end of the session.
Then, when time becomes an
all
important factor, the administration will give direction and
drive,
and attempt to press through
all
thosf laws which it considers
essentfal for this session to enact.
It is unlikely, however, that
this
will be accomplished without
objection. Representative Harry Lee
Waterfield of Fulton assured me
the other daf,that he doesn't
ex-'
pect to get much sleep the last
week or two of the session.
Somewhat ruefully he said: "I
expect
will be up all night every
night
reading bills to find out what
they're about so if there are any
objections they can be raised intelligently and honestly."
So our ship of state, even if it
does get direction and drive, still
will be on a turbulent MI.
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The tie that binds a parent to his child is a subtle
and powerful one.
It is the basis of all family relations. The strength
or weakness of the
parental tie denotes the strength or weakness of the
family itself—its
value to its own members and to human society.
It is the most powerful
of all incentives to human effort and human
achievement.
When a father looks searchingly into the face of
his son, he is seeking
something far more important than beauty of feature
and perfection of
contour. He is trying to look through those clear,
boyish eyes into the
soul that lies behind them. He is trying to compre
hend the spirit with
which this lad of his will carry on the life that
has been imparted to
him.
If he is a wise father, he knows that a strong life
must be built on a
foundation of faith—faith in the best things in
human life, the enduring
values; faith in the purpose and end of human
existence, and in a
supreme and beneficent intelligence which
orders the course of the
universe. Religion has been the guiding star of
the human race as man
has climbed upward to better things.
So wise parents in all ages, by precept
and by example, have endeavored to implant religious faith in their
children. That is why
churches exist in nearly every community.
They are the repositories
of religious faith, the fountainheads of
spiritual power. Drink deep of
what they have to give. And let their
blessed waters flow into the
lives of your children.
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Today's ad is the third in a series telling about
times the anti-trust lawyers made serious and
damaging charges against A&P that the courts
decided were not true.
In the first ad in this series we told you about the time

the anti-trust lawyers charged that A&P. and other good
American citizens, conspired to fix the price of bread in
Washington.
These charges were false.

That was the bitne Federal Judge T. Alan Golds-1
borough instructed the jury to bring in a verdict
of "not guilty".
It

was the time he said to the anti-trust lawyers:

"If you were to show this record to any ex- •
perienced triel lawyer in the world, he
would tell you that there,was not any evidence at dl.
"Honestly, I have never in my over forty
years' experience seen tried a case that was
as absolutely devoid of evidence as this.
That is the honest truth. I have never seen
one like it."
But that was not the only time the anti-trust lawyers made
such serious -allegations- against A&P which were false.

In our second ad we told you about the time in
Wilson, North Carolina, they charged A&P's
fresh fruit and vegetable buying subsidiary, and
:other good American citizens, with conspiring to
Lx and depress prices paid farmers for potatoes
in North Carolina, VirgiLia and Maryland.
charges
Here again, as in the Washington bread case, the
false.
were

This was the time Federal Judge C. C. Wyche
directed the jury to bring in a verdict of "not
guilty".
It was the time he said to the anti-trust lawyers:

"I have studied this case from the very outset. In my opinion there is no testimony
produced from which it can reasonably be
inferred that the defendants entered into
or lower the price
41 combination to depress
of potatoes.
"I might say that I never tried a case in my
life where a greater effort, more work, more
investigation had been done, combing
most with a fine-tooth comb to gather evidence, as was done in this ease.
"But, as was said a long time ago, you can't
make brick without straw, and you can't
make a case without facts."

ust lawyers
So here were two cases in which the anti-tr
in which
made seriously damaging charges against A&P. support
to
facts
no
were
there
that
d
decide
judge
the
those charges.

time
Today, we want to tell you about the third
ed'
decid
court
—the
Texas
s,
—this time in Dalla

against the anti-trust lawyers.

y?,
Is it a crime to give people more good food for their mone
end.
For 90 years A&P has devoted all its energies to this
papers,
Washington have been giving stories to the news
For many months now the anti-trust lawyers from
t this company.
making speeches and talking over the radio abou
give its cmations about the methods that enable A&P to
They have been making serious and damaging alleg
tomers better food values.
ed
anti-trust lawyers made charges against us that were prov
We have already told you about other times the
utterly false in court.
t those two cases.
can read what the federal judges had to say abou
In the left-hand column on this page you
trust lawyers.
third time a federal judge decided against the antiNow we are going to tell you about the

The Dallas Anti-Trust Suit
Dallas,Texas,
In 1942the anti-trust lawyers went out to
defendants,
1,400 miles from the homes of most of the
A&P.
and instigated criminal charges against
About this case one thing was sure.
the anti-trust lawyers from
Their previous experience did not deter
allegations, just as they
ing
making more inflammatory and damag
had done before.

s they are
They made practically the same allegation
making today.
case should not even be tried.
Federal Judge W.H.Atwell ruled that the
mmatory statements that he
infla
ned
He said that the indictment contai
jury.
a
to
ted
would not permit to be presen

lawyers:
Judge Atwell said to the anti-trust
court and that I
"If I thought I was presiding over a
use he was
might have to sentence some person beca
putian,
a
Lilli
was
he
a great big fellow, or because
don't
we
s
I would feel like resigning. God know
is going
want it ever to occur in America that the size
ent."
or
innoc
y
guilt
to determine whether a man is

Judge Atwell also said to the anti-trust lawyers:
"If the indictment is not good then it is better to
find out before an expensive trial than it is after an
expensive trial. I do not think it is good, and thinking that, it is my duty te iiiistain the demurrers and
motion to quash."
In short, Federal Judge Atwell threw the anti-trust
lawyers and their case right out of his court.
So that makes three times that the anti-trust lawyers made damaging
allegations against A&P. IR two of these cases federal judges said
they were all wrong. In the third case a federal judge said the indictment
was inflammatory and he would not even permit the case to be tried.
The anti- trust lawyers were not satisfied with the Dallas decision.
Neither were they satisfied with the two other decisions in which
federal courts administered stinging rebukes to them.

They were still determined to destroy A&P.
In our next ad we will tell you how they continued
their campaign in this case in the Circuit Court of
Appeals and subsequent proceedings.
We will show you how,once again, they disagreed with
the courts.

oyed.
filed proves that the American people don't want A&P destr
Everything that has happened since this suit was
zines
walks of life and thousands of editorials in newspapers and maga
A deluge of letters from people in all
A&P.
convince us that the public has faith in
in increasing
patronage has made this company big, are buying from us
The housewives of this nation, whose
numbers and increasing volume.
rt.
lawyers allege we have exploited, are rushing to our suppo
Our suppliers, whom the anti-trust
tions, are
A&P employees enjoy the best wages, hours and working condi
that
fact
the
of
ful
mind
rs,
leade
r
Labo
taking a stand against the suit.
tition, have taken
s, who the anti-trust lawyers allege are hurt by our compe
titor
compe
good
our
of
many
Even
like this attack on A&P.
ads to tell the public that they don't
y a suit against efficiency,
ican people realize that the suit to destroy A&P is reall
Amer
the
that
ates
ihdic
this
All
tition.
against low prices and against real compe
on any busito let the anti-trust lawyers in Washington blow the whistle
Apparently most Americans do not want
efficient job and grows big in the process.
nessman who does a better and more
the lowest possible price.
ve it is a crime to try to sell the best quality food at
No one can make them belie
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First, third and fifth Sundays, executive vice
returning home.
of Commerce.
"This is the largest reclamation
Chamber
Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. James Querter- Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
for the
Mascott explained that his esti- project proposed to date
Second and fourth Sundays,
mate was based on the fact that benefit of a single state."
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Mascott's statement declared
Kentucky taxpayers now bear
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
that the McFarland-Hayden proFederal
total
the
of
cent
per
1.20
is
er
Borntraeg
William
Rev.
posal "fails to meet the standards
Incort.
pastor and the Rev. Richard tax burden. He added,
of
economic feasibility set up by
that
"It is simple arithmetic
Clements is assistant pastor.
the Hoover Commission."
1.20 per cent of the $1,257,780,000
It cited the fact that the Federal
project 'means $15,105,360 in diFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Budget Bureau, the Army Engirect Federal taxes upon Kentuc(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
neers, the Agriculture DepartSunday School every Sunday ky taxpayers, since the project
ment and the Federal Power
will be financed by Federal taxaafternoon at 2:30.
Commission refused to endorse
that
out
pointed
and
Mascott
tion."
second
every
Preaching
the project after investigating its
fourth Sunday afternoons at this sum is more than one-fourth
economic aspects.
requirmoney
of
of the amount
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur- ed to run the state of Kentucky
Few people know that the
for one year.
day at 7:30 p.
holds the DecThe proposal, known as the Statue of Liberty
laration of Independence in her
conis
Project,
Central
Arizona
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
chains
Rev. Irvine L Parrett is pastor. tained in the McFarland-Hayden left hand and that broken
Bill (S. 75) which has been favor- of tyranny lie at her feet.
Sunday School-10 a. M.
and the
ably reported by the Senate
Preaching-11 a. m.
Committee on Interior and InsuBecause of World War II inflaTraining Union-6 p. m.
lar Affairs and is now pending in tion and war-deferred maintenEvening Worship-7 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, the Senate. In an analysis of the ance programs, many U.S. firms
proposal Mascott said:
p. in.
"This bill would have Congress found their financial provisions
authorife the construction of a for depreciation inadequate at the
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
series of dams, aqueducts, irriga• war's end.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Witham E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. in. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7.00 p. in
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THE FAMOUS BLACK HAWN
CORNPLANTER

Cut Flowers - Plants - Corsages

THOMAS WHEAT DRILL
QUANTITY LIMITED

SPECIAL VALENTINES

Meet Your Friends

$1.25
PRIMROSE, Red, White, Blue
e.
Valentin
real
a
to
make
Full of bloom, dressed
$2.50
ROSE BOWL, Arrangement
with
filled
bowl
rose
Dunbar had painted
Spring Blossoms. An unforgettable Valentine.

AT

hvangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.

$3.00
OLD FASHIONED NOSEGAY
The Valentine of Yester-year, just as pretty
as ever.
$1.50
CARNATION CORSAGES
Red, White or Pink.

1

Looking for a Valentine unique and pretty?
See our window display.

mous, Midland, Texas, spent the
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Jocie Quertermous, and family.
Mrs. Preston Holleman was
called to the bedside of her father, Douglas George, in the Farmersville community Tuesday of
last week. He was taken to
Princeton hospital where he underwent an appendectomy.
Mr and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Madisonville, spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Amble Fuller.
Miss Patsy Wigginton, Evansville, spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Crider.
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy attend-ed Farm and Home Week in Lexington last week. She represented
Crider Homemakers.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman Wednesday night
were Mr. and Mrs Neil Hanley,
Professor and Mrs: Guy Nichols
and Mr. and Mrs.,W. M. Young.
Miss Debbie Butts is critically
ill at the Princeton hospital.
Present natives of the Pribilof
Islands are descendants of Aleuts
brought there by the Russians to
[hunt seals.

WHY PAY MQRE?
CRUISER TIRE, 6.00 x16,

KELLY
KELLY HEAVY DUTY TUBE
KELLY TRUCK TIRE, 8.25 x 20, Ten ply
, KELLY HEAVY DUTY TUBE
WARRANTED FIRST GRADE

FIRST QUALITY

2c gallon
/
AETNA REGULAR GASOLINE . . . . 261
AETNA AERO ETHYL GASOLINE 281
2c gallon
/
FULL OF PEP, ZIP, AND GO!

tMalindeina
arbirexieeeniidge3,f000rEonmgBla.EthiCnd.,
TheeAmerica. But this
who im.
tuY
reallY the
Thaaes fought
native of

FIRE
INSURANCE
gAIIK

CALL 2213
CUNNINGHAM, Agt

losurance lwrvIce
Marlmt St.
w,
it

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION OR

REPLACEMENT

WHITE GASOLINE(no color) . . . 34c gallon
KEROSENE
18c gallon

ROAD

ys

local John

BLANE'S CAFE
Where You
in Food . . . and the Most
Finest
will find the
Courteous in Service.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
Be Sure of Having Your Planter
Drill When You Need It.

THE PLANTER

Short Orders A Specialty

HARDWARE COMPANY

L. C. BLANE,Owner

(Incorporated)

(Open 6 days a week - from 6 a. m. to 8
Closed on Sunday)

West Seventh Street - - - Across the Bridge
Hopkinsville

JOHN
DEERE
DAY
Feb. 14
9 A. M.

The Robinson Impl
local John Deere Deal
all farmers and th
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Deere Day Program
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ANNUAL PRE-SEASON CLEARANCE

1

OVER 500 PATTERNS
REDUCED

PRICEUP10

Regularly 10c to $2.75 Roll
Sale Prices 5c to $1.38 Roll

AETNA ONE STOP SERVICE STATION
DAWSON

v.

Again Available

Enough Said.

We Have Them All.
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This is our 25th year supplying fine quality wall paper at reasonable
prices, consistent with the quality. You'll be pleased with our prices
and satisfied with our quality.
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enes Killed
Opponents
By Frank Eck
ork — Joe Louis went
26 world's heavyweight
hip fights without au/defeat, but he was no
s Louis never killed an
. Theagenes killed 1,800.
n about Theagenes you
ve to read the writings
Oenomaus, Dio
m, Lucian or Gromyou say 'that's a lot of
ou'd be correct, exchidbaeh.
V. Grombach, in The
Sock (A.S. Barnes and
writes at length on
s, the greatest boxer of
That was long bee-minute rounds and
To be exact Thee, t between 484 and 468
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1 OILMAN LOSES STATION
Los Angeles -- (Al')
Lilt,
It or not, fireman Eugene Crem
ins, 81, is being transferred. And
Crernins doesn't like it because
he's been at the Main Street sta
tion for 32 years. He loves it iI
much as his home. But the fire
department is sellinif, the building and Cremins is being sent to
a station nearer his residence.
Cremins finds only one advantage in being moved closer to his
home. Said tie: "At least I'll save
on gas."

Practice Beats
Books For Bosses

QUESTION OF I% Eit.IITS
Santa Ana, Calif. — (AP) —
This city has amended its busi
ness and profeesional code to pro
tect housewives. Some, women
says deputy agricultural commis
sioner Roy E. Black, weren't get.
ting the chicken or rabbit they
paid for.
As an example, Black cited the
case of a woman who bought a
bird at the live weight price, asked to have it dressed, and was
given a smaller dressed bird instead.
The amendment requires sellers
to price the purchase the way
the housewife receives it, live,
dressed, or table dressed.

By William G. Smock
Pittsburgh -- They're teachins
students instead of teachins
b(xilts at Carnegie Tech. The col
lege Is trying to meet the coup
try's need for business and indus
trial executives whose horizon,
don't end at the edge of thet,
desks.
Dr. Robert E. Doherty, presi
dent of the Carnegie Institute Is ,
2,102 battles and won 'em all. He
Technology and father of tin
even took part in the pancratium,
plan, will retire this year, con('
a contest combining honest-todent his educational theories hay.
goodness wrestling with boxing
taken root after almost 15 yein
and fought until one gladiator
of development. His Carnegn
either hollered "uncle" or was
DEAD EYE TOM
plan calls for drastic changes in
killed in the process.
New York — (AP) — Santa
what and how a college teaches.
Theagenes was an Olympic
Clara's Tom Guerin turned in one
Students learn from solving planchampion. He was crowned at
of the season's best shooting per;
ned problems in a professional
Olympia while the fate of Greece
centages when his mates recently
manner.
was being decided on the battlehsat Manhattan in Madison
A problem is presented in genfield of Thermopylae.
Square Garden. He made good
eral
form
and
the budding execuBoxing contests in those days
,,o seven of 11 field goal efforts
ch's saga tells of the
tives must define the problem, HELP
featured the censtus. It was the
▪ A CHAMPION: lick utton, of
N. J., and had a perfect record in six
f boxing from Ethiopia "12
seek and organize information, men's world figure skating champion,
ounce glove of its day," but
watches critically as Yvonne shots from the foul line for 24
around 9,000 B.C., then
plan a solution, execute and test Sherman, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
looked more like a leather belt
figure
skater,
executes a IV-It—jump on points.
, Greece, England and
ed it and then generalize about Lake Placid'ice at Lake Placid, N. Y. Yvonne took second
wrapped around a fist. It was HONORING FIREMAN PAGE: Ted Wi llama
place in
• ,ica. But this Thea-made of heavy letther thongs Sox outfielder, places a fireman's hat on Joe Page, New York Yan- what they learned.
the women's world competition in Paris last year. Both are praclly the guy who imkee
ace
relief
pitcher,
at
the
Boston
Baseball
"The
Writer's
Dinner
big
in
objective,"
declared
with a hard leather surface over
ticing at Lake Placid for the world figure skating championships
Boston last week. Page pitched the Yankees to the American Dr. Doherty, "is to assure a
the knuckles.
March 6-8 in London.(AP Wirephoto)
live of Thasas fought
pennant
League
last
season,
defeating
the
Red
Sox in the closing thorough understanding of the
"Theagenet won 1,400 chamof
the
days
race.
(AP
DEATH
ENDS WEDDING
Wirephoto)
economic system and general soDOUBLE TROUBLE
pionships, often involving 10
Rangoon — (AP) — A notorious
cial system in which the student
Niagara Falls, N. IL — (AP) —
fights a day," writes Grombach. his city he carried it away.
Creomulsion relieves promptly becasse
lives and his business operate." Communist leader, Bo Seik, was James Doyle was going to, fly to
"He killed 1,800 men and knockit goes tight to the soot of the trouble
He wasn't punished, but was
He added: "This objective im- playing a grim game of hide-and- New York City to see "South Pa- to help loosen and expel germ Wee
ed out many more. Even if this made to return to statue before
phlegm and aid mature to soothe and
plies training for responsible cit- seek with Government troops. Bo cia." But his two tickets to the
were a tenfold exaggeration, it witnesses. Thereupon he became
heal raw, tender, inflamed loom hial
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky._
Seik
wanted
to
celebrate
his
marshow
musical
izenship as a major and integral
were stolen one
still leaves a challenging record." famous for his strength. When
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
College of Agriculture and i
CALL 2211
part of training for a professional riage. He tidied up his jungle night and three nights later his
Theagenes was born about 505 he became of age he took on all
to tell you • bottle of Creoutukion
Home
Economics
i
At
CUNNINGHAM.
hide-out, prepared a feast.
K
with the understanding you must Hke
career."
two airplane tickets disappeared.
B. C. If dates are correct he be- corners and had 1,400 olive
way it quickly allays the rough
the
lei, insurance Service
Then he summoned his friends
Dr. Doherty thinks there aren't
came champion at 21. At the age wreaths placed on his head.
SEED LIMITS
or you are to have your money back
and the forest glade echoed muW. Market St.
U.S.
savings
bonds
which
are
enough
executives
who
can
conof nine it is said that because he
Theagenes became so famous
A necessary garden preliminary
took a childhood fancy to a huge that the Greeks erected a bronze is a seed list to fit the family's sider the effect of their decisions sic and laughter as the Red lead- lost are replaced by the U. S.
for Coughs,Chest Ids,Bronchitis
bronze statue in the square of statue in his honor. When he died needs and the garden spot. With- on the everyday lives of the pub- er, his bride and their guests government.
sang and danced. At the height
one of his enemies flogged his out a plan, labor)-is lost and the lic at large. Many businessmen
of the festivities, Government
statue, and as if in retribution, vegetable supply is spotty and are efficient job holders but not
troops burst in upon the scene.
social-minded
leaders.
the statue fell and killed him. sometimes inadequate.
The rebel reached for his gun.
Carnegie Tech isn't the only
Legend has it that the family of
Families differ in size and in
the dead man prosecuted and the tastes, but here are "average" organization aware of the prob- He was beaten to the draw. For
statue was convicted of murder. suggestions that may apply. For lem. Other colleges'—like the uni- the bridegroom there was death.
For
Following traditional Greek pun- example, 10 Baliant tomato plants versities of Chicago, Pittsburgh For the bride, mourning.
Toronto,
fornd
and
Massach
and
the
ishment for such crimes, the
1,5 Rutgers or Marglobe
thing about "a half century's fine
Thracians dropped the statue to each person should make enough setts Institute of Technology — talk on training men for leaderthe bottom of the sea. Later the tomatoes, July to front, and have "off-the-job" training pro- ship."
statue was recovered by fisher- enough for serving canned bi- grams. Many businesses—such as
Westinghouse Electric likes the
men with nets and set back to weekly during the rest of the General Electric and Standard idea weil enough to maintain a
its original spot.
year, to say nothing of soup mix- 'Oil of New Jersey—also are train- professorship of electrical engiing social-minded executives.
For centuries any Theagenes ture and -ketchup.
neering at Tech and to finance 10
But plans by industry are in annual scholarships.
statue was considered a cure-all
Of beans there should be six or
WestingSHOP AT
their
infancy
and
Doherty
for injured athletes.
feels
seven bi-monthly plantings, 20
house vice president A. C. Moncolleges
also
should
better
do
a
Joe
If
Louis could only find feet per person, with four plantteith declared:
one new he might try to regain ings in July and July doubled for Jo"
"America must have an even
.
"What colleges should do," he larger body
his youthful figure. But don't let freezing or canning. An excellent
of professional men
anyone tell you Louis was tops variety, early and late, is Ten- explained, "cannot be done by who can build well-adjusted perin defending his crown. Thea- dergreen, but for the beans that industry, just as what industry sonal lives and who can act ingenes got so many olive wreaths are harvested in August and Sep- should do eitallpiSlt
gently and effectively in such
that he could have opened a stuf- tember, 1.4.5 Refugee 5 ("US5") leges."
fields as human relations, busihis
He
own
wants
and
other
fed olive factory.
should be used, as it bears hot,
nes economics and assume their
dry weather better. Both are fine schools to help students learn out- full responsibilities as citizens as
• RUSSELL STOVER
side the classroom from books and well as advance to leadership in
On one of his journeys to Asia. freezers and canners.
• WHITMAN
Marco Polo learned the secrets
For sweet eorn, bi-monthly experience so they may "grow in their technical specialties."
• BELLE CAMP
of making water and milk ices plantings should be made, April professional stature throughout
and brought back the recipes to 15 to August 1. Twenty hills their lives."
• KING
Dr. Elliot Dunlap Smith, CarItaly in the latter part of the 13th makes about three dozen ears
Tech
century.
negie
provost,
is
charged
every two weeks. For canning and
freezing, Golden Cross Bantam re- with carrying out the Carnegie
EXPERTS AGREE VAI mains the best, one dozen ears plan. He said it's more than a
THAT MILK FROM
canning a pint. Ioana and Flag- rearrangement of courses and
Your
• Old Spice
• Rubinstein
PRINCETON CREAMERY
ship stay in sugar longer, making subject matter, adding:
"We belive that the most imthem fine table varieties, but all
• Lucien Lelong
Elizabeth
Headquarters
•
Arden
IS THE
Robinson Implement
portant thing any student should
Hudson play leading roles
yield and can equally well.
•
• Lentheric
Dorothy
For
Gray
al John Deere Dealer,
learn
supported by three of Hollyin
college
learn,
FIN EST. r
is how to
Fifty Golden Acre cabbage
all farmers and their
wood's best younger actors
plants should make easily 80 and not only to learn from books
(9th and Virginia Sta.)
kis to attend his big
and actresses, plus a cast of
Peunds between June and Aug- but also from experience. We
Deere Day Program at
unusual ability. It will prove
ust, and 50 plants of Wisconsin have been at it almost 15 years
Ilopkinsville Rd. Phone 3336
apitol Theater on Tuesto be top entertainment for
All Seasons, up to 150 pounds, and we are just at the point
Princeton, Ky.
eb. 19. Admission will
the entire family.
August to frost; this variety where we can honestly say we are
ticket only, but tickets
Several other brand new
makes good storing cabbage, too. operating a plan."
obtained free of charge
all-talking pictures will be
Fifty Snowball cauliflower plants
Carnegie Tech now is extende Robinson Implement
shown. They cover modern
should make 40 heads of one ing its plan to graduates. A gradfarm equipment and latest
pound each, and 50 Calebrese uate school of industrial adminfeature picture, "Roots
farming practices every farm
(Calabrian) broccoli plants should istration will open next fall. The
e Soil," is a dramatizafamily will find interesting
make easily 75 pounds of this W. L. and May T. Mellon foundaof life in rural America.
and worthwhile to see.
delightful vegetable, which, by tion gave 46,000,000 to help esction centers around a
Be sure to stop in at the
the way, freezes nicely.
tablish it.
-town banker and his
Robinson Implement Co. for
A packet of New York or Bibb
The Carnegie plan also is meety who play an important
your free tickets, if you
lettuce, sown thinly before April ing with favor out in the practiin community activities.
haven't received them or if
and thinned to 8 inches should cal world. S. A. Swensrud, presird Travis and Rochelle
you need more.
make 50 splendid heads before dent of Gulf Oil Corporation, said
hot weather drives it to seed, and "it's a convincing affirmative
a packet of Grand Rapids or answer to the question: 'Can eduimpson leaf lettuce should make cation consciously produce thp
two bushels.
kind of executive our company
wants?'"
The first ice-making machine in
C. E. Wilson, president of Genthe United States was invented eral Motors, commented that
by Dr. John Gorrie of Apalachi- Carnegie Tech has taken "posicola, Fla., in 1850.
tive steps" ' toward doing some-

FIRE
ISURAW:E

THE GARDEN

1

CREOMyoLSION

When in Hopkinsville

FARMERS ARE INVITED"
Robinson Implement Co.
[seal John Deere Dealer

Valentine Gifts
and Cosmetics
or Candies

JOHN
EERE
DAY

CANDIES:

Is

b.14
. M.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

SHERMAN
POWER
DIGGER

For Your Lady Fair!
Beautiful, Heart-Shaped Valentine Candy
in all sizes of

•Digs Septic Tank
Holes, Graves,
Footings, Ditches
Sr Trenches.
•Does The Work
of 10 to 15 Men
Working with
Picks and Shovels.

able
rices

Pcige Five

The sweetest remembrance of all ... Choose
yours at the Corner Drug Store where you will
find a wide selection.

PLACE YOUR ORDER

TODAY!

CORNER DRUG STORE
Dial 3404

Bo your digging jobs faster and at less cost with the
Sherman Power Digger.
Fills the gap between hand labor and big, expensive excavating machinery. This tractor powered, hydraulically-operated,
heavy-duty all-purpose digger pays off in easy or tough going.
Can handle rocks to a ton in weight. Ask for a demonstration.

DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY
WE ARE OFFERING ALL CHARTER OAK

CHARTER OAK RANGES—
Special Price $119.25
Regular Price $149.25
CHARTER OAK RANGES—
Special Price $99.75
Regular Price $129.75
This Is A Savings Of $30.00 On Each Range!
Also Reduced Prices On Coal Heaters, Fuel Heaters And Gas Heaters
(See These I,targains In Ranges and Heaters Today)

We are now in position to do your ditching
up to 6 ft. in depth and 14 ft. in Width.
IT'S THE
C

&

L TRACTOR COMPANY

for all your Tractor and Implement needs.
DIAL 3305

HARDWARI CO.
Phone 332

-
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If/amen-1
I looked, but there was none to
help,
I sought, but could not find.
1 felt there was a way out,
But my faith lagged far behind.
And so on down into the depths.
It was my lot to plod.
miglit have nown the upper
trail
Had I instead known God.
are discouraged—live in
doubt—
Are servant to your fears.
I say, lift up your eyes and see
The light of future years.
Build not your house upon the
sands,
But seek a firmer sod;
Your life will be far different
When you've made a friend of
God.

You

Walters - McCubbin
The marriage of Miss Ann Patricia Walters and Mr. Austin McCubbin has been announced by
her parents, the Rev. and Mrs. G.
J. Walters, of Cumberland. The
wedding took place at Cumberland Baptist Church, where the
bride's father, who is the church
pastor, officiated.
A reception followed in the
Baptist parsonage.
The bride was graduated from
Western State College, where she
majored in home economics. She
taught at Lewisburg Consolidated
ed Schooi.
The bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs J. C. McCubbin, of
Bowling Green. He is also a graduate of Western and is at present
the teacher of Industrial Arts in
the Bowling Green High School.
Miss Deborah Walters was her
sister's maid of honor.
The couple is at home in Bowling Green.
The bride's mother is the former Mae Former, daughter of
Mrs. Frank Farmer, North Jefferson street. She is also the niece
of Mrs. H. C. Lester, of Princeton.

Mrs. Mary K. Wirnbledu
Funeral services for Mn. m
Katherine Wimbleduff, who
at the home of her (taught/
Nellie Traylor, of th/
Wednesday, Feb. 1, at .
were conducted glairb Toe
home Friday at noon, by the
Ray Wigginton, Fredonia
Born in Caldwell envnty
tober 24, 1871, Mn. Wlmble
was a daughter of the late
garet Ames and John wlm
duff. Other survivors are
nephews, John and Wash Win
duff.
Burial was in I.'
county.

Women Governors

Merrick - Sisk

A Different Life

Deaths & Funerals

What's Become Of
America's Only Two

Florence
The wedding of Miss
Eugene
Edwin
Mr.
and
Merrick
Princeton, took
of
both
Sisk,
the Secplace Saturday, Feb. 4, atHopkinsond Baptist Church in
Trey. J.
ville at 7 p. m., with the'
reading the
H. Maddox, pastor,
single ring ceremoay. daughter
The bride, who is the
Swatzell, of
of Mrs. Minnie
Princeton, wore a light blue dress
Her
with gardenias in her hair.
accesseries were navy blue. She
Trigg County
is a graduate of
by
High School, and is employedCp.,
Telephone
the Southern Bell
here.
of
Miss Gloria Rowland, maid
honor, wore a pink dress with
navy accessories. Her corsage was
of white roses.
the
Mr. Dewey Ladd served
bridegroom as best man.
Mr. Sisk, a graduate of Butler
of
High School, is a veteran
employWorld War II. He is now
Earlington.
ed at Baggett Mine,
The couple is at home at 107
East Locust street.

Attend Wedding

Those attending the wedding of
Miss Florence Merrick and Mr.
Eugene Sisk in Hopkinsville Saturday night were Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Gray, Miss Brenda Sue Rowland, Mr. Bayless Wadlington,
Mr. John Perry, Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Euell
Sweeney, Mr, and Mrs. Jock
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Miller
and Miss Gloria Rowland, all of
Princeton; and Mr. and Mrs. William Sisk, of St. Louis, Mo. The
group attended a dinner at the
Indiana Tavern, following the
wedding.
Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Brown, Ft.
Knox, spent last weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hopper, Hopkinsville street.

Sealing is the only source of
livelihood for natives of the PribMr. and Mrs. Austin Edgar ilof Islands.
Oliver, 396 S. Jefferson street, on
ham, daughter of Mrs. R. L.
the birth of a daughter, Sherry
Gresham, Madisonsville street.
Lee, January 24.
• • •
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Slevin, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs, James Henry Dallas, Tex., on the birth of
Mason, Route 1, on the birth of a daughter, Nancy Dee, January 22.
daughter, Cynthia Marie, Febru- Mrs. Slevin is the fornier Marary 1.
garet Anne Hollobaugh, of
• • •
Princeton.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Dunlap,
Vicksbnrg, Miss., on the birth of
Mr. and Mrs. Lake B. Sedberry
a son, Robert Monroe, at Mercy Hawaiian Islands, on the birth of
Hospital, February 2. Mrs. Dun- a son, Lake Bryant, Jr., Janulap is the former Charlton Gres- ary 28.

Leader Congratulates

A quarter of a century ago a
woman in Texas and a woman in
Wyoming were making American
history, They were being inaugurated as governors of their reMrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
spective states, the first time the
distaff side had ever held such
who has been visiting relatives
office.
Isere the last several weeks, left_
Monday for Paducah where she
Both were elected to office, both
is visiting her brother,-14e...1911succeeded their husbands in the
liam E.. Davis, and Mrs. Davis.
governor's chair. In all other reMrs. Goodloe plans to sail in the
spects, however, the careers of
Europe.
early summer for
Mrs. Miriam A. (Ma) Ferguson
of,Texas and Mrs. Nellie Tayloe
• • •
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville,
'
Huey C. Driskell
Ross are dissimilar.,
5 1
spent Tuesday here as the guest
Aetueily, Ma Ferguson, now 74, GOODBYE TO HOLLYWOOD:
fruey C. Driskell,
of friends and relatives.
is entirely occupied with the With a bible under her arm, Act- died Tuesday, Jan. 31
• • •
chores of housewife and grand- ress Colleen Townsend waves services wen. conductec
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Randolph
mother, was the first woman goodbye as she boards a TWA side Baptist Church 'I
and
Hearne
Robert
children,
and
elected governor. That was in 1924 plane at Los Angeles, Calif., to Feb. 2, at 2 p. m., by tc,
a
from
returned
have
Ann Ryder,
and the result of a spectacular, embark on a new career dedicat- Irvine L. Parrent, pastor
vacation in Daytona Beach, Fla.
Born January 7,
unusual turn of political events. ed to Christanity. Next summer
S .4, •
She was inaugurated, however, on she plans to enroll in a theologi- Smithland, Mr. Drisitell
Mr. and Mrs. Marsha/I Eldred,
of Sarah Ramage and (24
January 25, 1925—some 20 days cal school. (AP Wirephoto)
Louisville, spent last weekend
after the inauguration of Mrs.
Driskell: He was an employ
here.
Ross as Governor of Wyoming. son governor, In a campaign bas- the Veteran! Admielstra
• • •
So to Mrs. Ross, widow of Gover- ed on a plea for vindication of Outw:od.
Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling
the free admisiru—dvors are his wife and
Green, is the guest of Miss Mary BRITISH PEER, BRIDE CUT CAKE: The Marquess of Milford nor William Bradford Rosa, goes the man and with
would be the 'real' children
Wilson Eldred at her home on Haven, a British peer, and hi° bride, the former Mrs. Romaine Dahl- the credit of being the first wo- sion that Jim
elected.
were
wife
his
if
man governor in American his- governor
Burial was in Cedar Hill C
West Main•street.
gren Simpson, cut the wedding cake at a reception following their
William Ross, a tran.sialanted tery.
*
*
•
mAriage Saturday at Washington. The reception was held at the tory.
elected
lawyer, was
Miss Bonnie Jean King, accom- home of the bride's mother, Mrs. Clark McIlwaine, Washington soToday Mrs. Ross is still holding Tennessee
She has moved to Washi
of Wyoming in 1922 —
panied by Misses Verna Hackney ciety leader. (AP Wirephoto)
public office, and is still in poli governor
lives in a large apartment
predominantly
a
in
Democrat
a
last
spent
Johnson,
and Joyce
tics. For the past 17 years she
Miss Vandiver, and Miss Jane has been Director of the United Republican state. From the be- with antiques, old English
week-end with her parents, Mr.
of his term, he took his and oriental rugs. She once
Tyrie.
Lee
and Mrs. J. W. King, Fredonia.
States Mint—first woman to hold ginning
The February meeting will be that office too— and in her time wire everywhere with him and a couple of farms outside
The three girls are students at
at the home of Mrs. R. L. Asher. has put more money into circula- she knew almost as much as he Washington but sold them
Bethel Woman's College, Hopkins- Schedule
All members are urged to attend. tion than all of her predecessors. did about state affairs. Ross died ly because she no longer has
ville.
Feb. 9, 10:00 a. m., Training
• • •
October, 1924, and three to give them personal su
James E Ferguson, Ma's hus- in
later his wife was elected ion.
Hugh Cherry, Sr., left Sunday school, Masonic Building.
months
band, had been elected Texas
Feb. 9, 7:30 p. m., Lakewood, Eddy Creek
Mn. Ferguson, 74 year
for a vacation in Ft. Lauderdale,
his successor, with one of the
re-elected
and
1914
in
governor
met
Homemakers
Eddy Creek
Mrs. Homer McCaslin, hostess.
Fla.
greatest majorities ever rolled up has retired from public life
was
he
however,
1917,
In
1918.
in
Feb. 10, 1:30 p. m., Cedar Bluff, January 26 at the home of Mrs.
may be seen almost ar..•
in the state.
• • •
Vernon Burchett. The meeting impeached and then barred from
Mrs. R. Roy Towery was a vis- Mrs. Herbert Williams, hostess.
the governorship, Mrs. day working in the Boy.,
From
Ferguson
offices.
Feb. 10, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville was called to order by the presi- holding state
itor in Louisville last weekend.
Ross jumped into national politics of her Austin home. He:
Road, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, hostess. dent, Mrs. Frank Burchett. Eight constituents of the day finally got —she made a seconding speech died six years ago.
• • •
Feb 10, 7:00 p. m., Lebanon, members answered the roll call. together and elected Mrs. Fergu- for Al Smith at the 1928 convenHer most recent dip into
Mrs. N. H Talley, Sr., West
Mrs. F. A. Lewis read the 23rd
Main street, attended the funeral Mrs. V. R. Taylor, hostess.
ing and also gave a report from tion and then became vice chair- tics was a couple of years
devotional.
for
the
Psalm
Mrs
m.,
p.
Quinn,
Feb. 13, 1:00
of a brother-in-law, Mr. Tom
the advisory council meeting. The man of the Democratic National when she endorsed the s
Mrs. Buddy Brown gave the
Clark, in Millersburg, last week. E. P. Traylor, hostess.
citizenship goal is to work toward Committee in charge of women's Lyndon B. Johnson in his
• • •
Feb. 14„ 1:30 p. m., Fredonia major lesson, "Placing and the extermination of rats in the activities. In 1933, with Frank- paigri for senator.
Grouping of Pictures on the
In 1930 it looked as tho
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Stephens, Valley, Mrs. Opal Rice, hostess.
lin D. Roosevelt's election to the
county.
Feb. 15, 1:30 p m.. Fiatrock Wall."
S. Jefferson street, spent last
The major lesson for the day presidency, she was appointed di- were through in politics: she
Mrs. Lewis was in charge of
weekend in Marion wit h their School, Mrs. Glenda! Sullivan,
defeated in the gubernatorial
was picture arrangement and was rector of the Mint.
the recreation period.
daughter, Mrs. Albert Henry, and hostess.
It's a big job—the nation's gold She tried again in 1932, h
delightfully given by Mrs. S. J.
Frank
were
Present
Mesdames
m.,
p.
Mrs.
1:30
Feb.
15,
Crider.
family.
Lowry. The minor lesson on holdings have jumped from three and defeated she opponent,
• • •
Burchett, Herschel Drennan,
A. D. McElroy, hostess.
grooming aws given by Mrs. A. billion to 23 billion dollars dur- Ross Sterling.
F.
Brown,
Wylie
Lester,
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Carneal,
That gave her a clear and
ing her tenure and her staff works
G. Butler.
A. Lewis, Dique Satterfield, BudHopkinsville, visited Mr. and Mrs., Farmersville
After the recreational program, on a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days- contested "first."
dy Brown and Vernon Burchett.
L. E. Greer, West Main street,
led by Mrs. B. L. 'Paris, the a-week basis in mints all over
A group of homemakers met at
The meeting adjourned to meet
last weekend.
Try A Leader Classified
group adjourned to meet with the nation.
Pat
Tyrie,
WedMrs.
home
of
the
• • •
February 23 with Mrs. Buddy
Mrs. Pane for the February meetnesday afternoon, January 25, to Brown.
returnMrs. Eugene Morris has
ing. This will be an all day "pot
receive the last lesson on picture
ed to her home in Detroit, Mich., frames. This, the last in a series
luck" meeting and will start at
We are proud to announce that we have been
after being called here because of of four lessons on picture frames, Hopkinsville Road
10:30 a. m. February 24.
the death of her mother, Mrs. was
Present at the meeting were
selected the exclusive dealer in Princeton for
The Hopkinsville Road Home"Placing, Hanging and groupMartha Lou Woodruff.
ing Pictures", and was given b; makers Club met Friday, Janu- Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Hugh
• • •
• ary 27, at 2:30 p.m. at the home Goodwin. Mrs. Harry Johnson,
leader, Mrs. Tyrie.
Mrs. Richard Ratliff spent MonMrs. J. D. Asher prided dur- of Mrs. W. B. Davis, Madisonville Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Mrs. Hugh
Madisonville.
in
day
Murphy, Mrs. B. L. Paris, Mrs. A.
ing the business meeting and also street.
• • •
Ladies' High-Grade Wedgies and Loafers. The
Two former members, Mrs. G. Butler, Mrs. Ed Johnstone,
gave the thought for the month.
Miss Katharine Garrett left
most wanted casuals in America. Priced from
S.
R.
Mrs.
Cunningham,
Carl
Mrs.
B.
Mrs.
W.
The
Jones
and
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Bernard
Tuesday morning for Louisville,
Gregory, Mrs. Bernard Jones,
Dema Watson, served refresh Davis, were welcomed back.
to $10.95. Our first Sandlers have just
$5.95
several
spending
is
where she
ments to Mesdames J. D. Asher,
The president, Mrs. W. D. Arm- Mrs. W. B. Davis and Miss Wilma
days.
We invite you to see and try them on •
arrived.
R. L. Asher, Miss Fannie Calvert, strong, had charge of the meet- Vandiver.

Peuonals

Homemakers News

cgandle4 ej Basto*t

you are sure to like them,

gide-iodine
Sl2eci•

FOR YOUR

Valentine

Hunt For Our Bargains - Each Marked With A Red Tag
Lace

Curtains

Towel

Red Heart Price

Bath Towels

Munsingwear

Jersey Slips
Reg $3.50 & $3.95
Red Heart Price

SANDLER

FINE CANDIES by Whitman's... Pangburns

OF BOSTON

Morris .. , Kentucky Kandies ...
In Special Valentine Packages... 50c and up

Red Heart Price

DRESSES
2 Price
1
/

$1.98

Red Heart Price

only 29c each

Sets

by

Reg. Price $2.98

only $1.49 pr.
LARGE

tAilottsfiS

Chenille Robes

Look for the Dresses:'
with the Red Heart
Tags - They are below
Half Price.

$7.98
Red Heart Price

$2.98
CHILDREN'S

SKIRTS
Red Heart Price

$1.98

$1.00

BLOUSES
Red Heart Price

$1.00
$1.49
$1.98
$2.98
CHILDREN'S

PANTIES
Pastel Colors
Red Heart Price

19c
HOSIERY

BEAUTIFUL

Select that New Spring
Outfit Now. See our
line of Latest Styles
in

$1.00

a

with handsewn
vamp and

Munsingwear

Use Our Lay-Away Plan

back

Reg. Price 89e

49c
42

STRIPED

CHAMBRAY
$1.00

logrollers add a new fashion note
to the reliable, wearable, genuine

Red Heart Price

3 YDS. FOR

PURDYS
•

the duet

25c yd.

Brief Panties

COATS - SUITS
DRESSES - SHORTIES
UNLINED JACKETS
and HATS

Reg. Price $1.39
'Zed heart Price

Floral Prints
Red Heart Price

The sweetest remembrance of all ... a gift of a lovely heart
shaped box of delicious candles for that very special Valentine on your list ... Choose yours at Wood's where you have
a wide variety from which to pick . . . all from America's
mo,t noted makers of fine confections . . . better not wait
. place your order today!

WOOD DRUG STORE
WE DELIVER

PRINCETON

Dial 2075

KENTUCKY

moccasin. Soft, so wonderfully soft
and light,.,and riding high on a

wedge.

heel. Have a pair for that neat good
looks..,for the walking pleasure.
$10.95
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Exempt Institutions
der Fire By President

Pogo Seven

•

Literafy
Gideupost

s Charles Molony
Incas interests by itivebtment of
or Clarke Beach)
their endowment fund as well its
ngton — President Tru- under the wills of alumni who
tackled an increasingly die.
venue loss problem in
The Treasury estimated through
g to congress ttiat tax en- a questionnaire published recent- ,
s on certain operations of ly that 86,175,932,000 in receipts
and charities be narrow- from "business" operations were
President was specific — taleen in during 1946 by tax extat detained — about empt organizations which answases where he wants to ered the questionnaire. And, the
the tax .exemptions such Treasury said only a minority of
the tee exempt organizations sent
lions usually enjoy:
ere business and indus- it data,
•ations "entirely untoRep. Mason (R-I11.), a member
educational activities" of the House Ways and Means
ten operate4 under a (taxation) Committee, estimated
tax-exempt wring and that the total volt:tine of
these
vets "competitive advan- receipts approximates $50,000,ver fully taxable enter- 000,000 annually and that the govthe same line of busi- ernment loses about $1,000,000,000 a year in taxes as a result of
here the exemption ac- exemptions.
diaritable trust funds has
Mabel Stark, wild animal traiper who nearly lost her right arm
ed as a cloak for specutwo weeks ago, says hello to Pasha, the tiger that clawed and
bit her
business ventures, and
at Thousand Oaks, Calif, Saturday. It was Miss Stark's first public
tended for charitable purappearance since the attack. On the floor of the cage
is one of
uttressed by tax exempPasha's cubs which Miss Stark was trying to reme4 when
she was
attacked. (AP Wirephoto)
ve been used to acquire
control over a wide varThe number of public almsndustrial enterprises."
capability maps which show such
houses in Kentucky has dropped
reasury has shown conthings as the kind of soil, steepfrom 99 to 79 during the past 15
ness of slope and amount of topr the revenue lost through years but the
number of privately
oil that has been removed by
annels and now has two operated
institutions has increaserosion. These three factors decourt in which it is at- ed from
21 to 103, according to
termine how the land should be
to subject college-own- the Departmen
t of Economic Seused and how it should be treatesses to regular corpor- curity.
ed to maintain and build the soil.
. One deals with an imA census of institutions for the
Effective erosion control on hill Other physical features shown on
spaghetti-macaroni firm,
aged was taken by the depart- land used for rotation cropland land capability maps
are: the locaueller Co. of New York,
ment to determine the changes requires a combination of erosion tion of natural and man-made
s owned by a trust of
that have taken place in institu- control practices, according to drains, land use
(location of
the beneficiary is New
tional care for the aged since the erosion control experiences at woods, pasture, and
cultivated
iversity. The other case
creation of a federal-state pro- Bethany, Missouri.
areas) and the location of houses
a plant of the Century
gram for old age assistance in
Soil Conservation Service tech- and roads.
Co., of St. Louis, and
1935.
nicians are available through the
"But in helping land owners
Jewell College of MisThe study revealed that the Caldwell County Soil Conserva- determine what conservati
on
number of persons 65 years of tion District to help farmers in practices should be applied on
these cases remain unage and over residing in public Caldwell county plan and apply their farms, the economic and
there have been other in- almshouses has
decreased from erosion control practices on their human angle must be considerof colleges acquiring bus- 1,650 to 939. At the same time, farms, according to Oliver C. All- ed," says Allcock. "Such
things as
cock of the Soil Conservation the type of farming, desire and
service at Princeton.
ability of the owner to establish
"Every farm presents different and maintain a conservation pracproblems in planning erosion con- tice, the type of machinery on the
trol practices," Mr. Allcock said. farm and many other factors
"Many of the differences between make each farm a different probfarms are shown on the land lem in planning and establishing.
erosion control practices. Erosion
the number of aged persons in experiments show
how effective
private institutions has jumped different combinatio
ns of practifrom 879 to 1,828, resulting in an ces are in controllin
g erosion. For
increase in total institutional instance at Bethany,
Missouri, it
population from 2,529 to 2,767.
was found that on an 8 per cent
At the time of the study, there slope it would take
6,666 years
were 47 children under 18 re- to erode 7 inches
of soil if the
siding in public almshouses as land were left in
bluegrass sod,
compared to 101 in 1935. This while it would only
take 18.8
gave a total public almshouse pop- years to erode 7
inches of soil if
ulation of 1,275 which is only the same land was
cropped anlittle more than half of the capa- nually to corn. The
bluegrass sod
city. Better than 50 per cent of' was considered 99 per
cent effecthe almshouses reported a popula- tive in controlling
erosion. Sixtion of less than 10 persons.
teen tons of manure on the corn
The most significant change increased the efficiency
to 23.9
during the period has been the per cent.
rapid growth of private institu"A four year rotation of corntions operated for profit; 80 tooats-wheat-hay where farming
day as compared to none in 1935.
was carried on parallel to field
A major part of these instituboundaries without regard to
tions (73 of 80) are supported enslope was only 30.9 per cent eftirely by payments collected
fective in controlling erosion
from the inmates or their relaeven though lime and fertilizer
tives Charges range from $20 to
were used. The efficiency of the
$400 'monthly with the average
same rotation and fertilizer treatfee running between $75 and 3125.
ment was increased to 76.5 per
This trend was also evidenced
Y COHEN ESCAPES BLAST: Mickey Cohen, the little in the private non-profit institu- cent by contouring, establishing
r-haberdasher who several times has been the target of tions. Fourteen of the 23 exacted grassed waterways and returning crop residues. Where terraces
s, looks over damage to his wardrobe after a blast shattered payments from the inmates.
In were added the efficiency
was inrn shortly after four o'clock Monday morning at Los Angeles, some cases, this payment took
the creased to 88.2 per cent.
No one in the $100,000 house was hurt. Police believe it was form of an initial lump-sum
fee
'Morn of the land in Caldwell
land bombing. (AP Wirephoto)
rather than a monthly charge.
county should be seeded to permanent pasture as that is the only
way to control erosion and the
land will produce more income
from pasture than for any other
use," according to Allcock. "There
is other land that a good crop
rotation plus grassed waterways,
terracing, contouring and returning crop residues will reduce the
erosion loss so that the land
could be used .permanently and
profitably. Only a very small portion of the land in Caldwell county is suitable for continuous cultivation," concludes Allcock.

Public Almshouses
Decrease In State

\N ESSAY FOR OUR TIMES, by
H. Stuart Hughes (K no P fl
0
$2f.75)
a)1 the mixed-up worlds,
.iya this author, we're living-in
•dlout the worst, and beesdke it
is so complex, under soh severe
tensions, so advanced'. and so rt tarried, varlously„, few of us understand it clearly. The businessman is Wiled by physics,' the
physicist by business, the politican
by,, both, while the man in the
„street calls it all off and goes to
the movies.
Yet at least some of us must
make an effort to understand, and
Hughes, who teaches history at
Harvard, offers us here what he
regards conscientiously as an objective view. He is not encouraging, nor optimistic. But, while he
points out that the thinking man,
long the prop of the liberal philosophy, has failed to mend our
ills ... it was military might, not ENGAGED
: Lila Leeds, former screen starlet, slips her hubby-to
intelligence, which defeated Fas- be, Erwin (Bud)
Arvey, a piece of chicken at Memphis, Tenn., as
cism . . . he does some right they announced their
intentions to wed. He is the son of Chicago's
smart thinking of his own.
political leader, Jake Arvey, Cook County Democratic chairman.
"Our civilization is in a state Lila, whose arrest in Hollywood on a narcotics charge,
made headof advanced crisis that may her- lines, is singing in a nightclub in Memphis. Erwin
has been acting
ald its end." Thus he sums up a as her agent. Both have been married before. (AP
Wirephoto)
point of view held by Spengler
them.
any
At
rate,
he
suspects
we SWITCH PAYS OFF
and Toynbee. Against it he
checks the moral of contemporary may turn into a corporate state;
New Haven — (AP) — Jean
fiction, the adaptation of Marxi- sees Russia as the primary rival; Paul Lamirande
, who had held
smto the needs of a developing and out of three choices: Appease- down a defense
post with the
Russia, the behavior of the mas- ment, total and undeviating sus- New Haven Ramblers
of the
ses, the conditions and attitudes of picion, and a hazardous co-exis- American Hockey
League for the
Western Europe and this country. tence with the "enemy" state, be- past few season
tk asked to be
Our destiny is truly upon us, lieves only co-existence is pos- made a forward Ilbis,campaigai
.
sible.
he says, and at the moment we're
Lamirande felt he could score
The book has much to recom- enough goals
at the top of the heap. He thinks
to warrant the
is quite likely that our vaunted mend it: Pertinence, honesty, switch. He was right,
and has befreedom, precious though it is, is clarity, and a light style that come one of the
Rambler's leadnot the sole value in the modern carries comfortably the consider- ing goal getters.
world, and that the pride and able weight of theargument.
satisfaction we take in it may be
Americans use a gallon measblinding us to the existence of
All humming birds are natives
ure dating from the time of Queen
other values which are incom- of America, not originating
in the Anne when it was used to measpatible only because we so define Eastern hemisphere.
ure wine.

State Department
Of Health Plans
Expansion Program
Expanding programs and anticipated enlargement of personnel
in many county health units are
making it necessary to find more
adequate and better equipped
buildings to house these units,
said Dr. Tracy Jones, director of
the division of county health
work, State Department of
Health, today.
Dr. Jones added that any county interested in building a new
health center should be able to
do so by taking advantage of the
new plan under which federal
money is available for•help. Under this plan, two-thirds of the
total cost of a new building for
the health unit will be provided
by the federal government if the
county can raise the additional
one-third.
This federal money can be
spent, Dr. Jones, explained, toward buying land, as well as for
constructing and equipping the
building. Formerly, federal money could be used for construction
and equipment, but could not be
applied to purchase of land.
since the announcement of the
plan to the county health units
last month, committees have been
formed in several counties to consider the need for new health
centers, to make application for
federal money, and to begin fund
raising campaigns. Dr. Jones assured all county health units that
the State Department of Health
will provide help and guidance in
these projects. He said that all
inquiries about federal money for
health unit office building con
struction should be addressed to
Mr. Paul A. Hackney, Director,
Division of Medical Hospitals and
Related Department of Health.

Special Purchase

Eyelet Batist
36" WHITE AND

AND SPRING COAT PRICES ARE DOWN!

JUST RECEIVED! NEW SPRING

10 PASTEL COLORS
Make it
yourself
and save

88

VIIMM111.111.&

COATS

SHORT LENGTHS IN
• GABARDINES
• SUEDES
• COVERTS
• FLEECES

Lovely 2 Bar
TRICOT-KNIT

Rayon Briefs
Elastic Leg-s & Waist

FULL LENGTHS IN
All Spring Fabrics
And Colors

Brooklyn, N. Y. — (AP) -- Despite the friendly atmosphere of
Ebbets Field, the pennant-winning Brooklyn Dodgers compiled
better batting averages on the
road than they did in their home
park. As a team, the Dodgers hit
.279 in enemy territory and only
.276 before the home folks.

29"

TODDLERS
(1 to 3)

$5.90

CHILDREN'S _

$7.90

(3 to 6X)

GIRLS'

$9.90

New Shipment
STEEL

Venetian
Blinds
Flexible - Bonderired
All widths 297
24" to 36"
64" Long

(7 to 14)

The ancient Romans made ice
by digging snow from mountainsides and packing it in deep pits
covered with straw and tree prunings.

Men's Sanforized

25 More

Dress Shirts

Linoleum

14 to 17

WHAT sterling is to silver, the Fashion Academy of New
York is to the world of fashion—the last wordl And
again for 1950, as for 1949, it has selected the Ford Car
to receive its distinguished gold medal award as "Fashion
Car of the Year.' There is, we believe, no greater
proof of the beauty of the '50 Ford. And there's no greater
proof of its fine pwrformance than a 10-minute "test
bk.° Igo hell
fal•

BROAD FORM
Auto Insuranca
at a Saving
give
Now insurance for your auto cancover.
you not only complete standardyou are
ages but also pay for year if drivers
Wilted in an auto accident as coma.
passenger or pedestrian. Strong
pans ith nationvvide service, semis
annual premiums and money saving
rates through new farm plan.

Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.

RANDOJriPH
,0110TORS
one

Dial 3336

82" to 34" Sleeves

RUGS
9' x 12'
Heavy Asphalt Base

Solid colors
Nu-Craft

1

66

Collars

PERNEY'S

32 to 40

t
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actin% t OR I lie mArp.
(AP) — As Mrs
Chicago
Frank Brawley was leaving he,
hotel apartment, she reached into
a dark closet for an umbrella and
hurried off. On a bus elle noticed
that fellow passengers were look
ing at her with a great deal of
interest. On the street later she
found herself the target of amused glances. She happened to peer
down her umbrella-toting arm.
Dangling there was a red sign.
It read: "Maid Service."

By Frank Eck
New York — Hitting .3429
meant more to George Kell than
beating out Ted Williams for the
American League batting championship. The third baseman's
high figure places him among the
league's active lifetime .300 hit,
ters.
Kell's overall figure of .305 has season with the Philadelphia Athbeen attained after two seasons letics.
with the Philadelphia Athletic
Mize, of course, got his high
and four with the Detroit Tigers. figure in the National League as
fourth
the
Last season was
a Cardinal and Giant. He hit .261
straight that he hit above .300.
in 13 games with the Yankees
Kell, a native of Swifton, Ark., after they obtained him from the
appears headed for a brilliant Giants on waivers last August.
career as a hitter. He overcame Mize's overall figure is .319.
a fractured wrist and a fractured
Mitchell, after four seasons in
jaw, both injuries inflicted at difoutfield, Las a mark
ferent times in 1948. He is only Cleveland's
of .326 which surprisingly ranks
27.
him third behind Ted Williams
Based on at least 400 games,
and Joe DiMaggio. Williams is
Kell us one of the four new top man in both leagues with .352
Arnerican Leaguers among the against DiMaggio's .331. Williams
lifetime .300 hitters this year. hit .327 his first year and has
The other additions 10-e Dalle,
been well above that figure ever
Mitchell of the Cleveland Indians, since.
Johnny Mize of the New York
Dillinger, third best hitter in
Yankees and Bob Dillinger, this the league with .324 last season,
has a .309 mark after four campaigns with the St. Louis Browns.
Other active .300 hitters in the
junior circuit are Luke Appling,
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry old "Ashes and Pa!ns" of the
Chicago White Sox, anal Johnny
Dial 3211

Specialty

HOUND AND FRIEND MAKE UP: David Chavez, three-year old
grandson of Sheriff Frank Hunt (right), is shown as he makes
friends with "Buck", the sheriff's bloodhound, in Sinton, Tex., after
he bit the dog on the tail. David has 21 stitches in his bandaged
head because Buck bit him back. Sheriff Hunt holds the hound to
makes certain there is no recurrence of the biting incident. (AP
Wirephoto)

Pesky of the. Boston Red Sox.
The 40-year-old Appling hit .301
last year, the sixth straight year,
' discounting one year in the service, that he has been above .300.
Milford Napier, of Harlan counPesky, with only one of his five
ty, who for the second time in
I seasons beneath .300, has a .316 four years is. winner of the oneoverall 'average.
acre class in the Kentucky corn
Among the select circle of hit- derby, never cultivates his corn
ters, Kell shows the greatest gain. except to chop out excessive weed
His high 1949 average sent his growth, he told Farm Agent S. H.
Phillips. The only farm machinery
lifetime total up eight points He
used is in the preparatien of the
was at .297 before last se on. seed bed.
Dillinger gained five points and
After harvesting his ro..n crop,
Joe DiMaggio one. The rest of
al corn stalks and tha like are
the star stickers dropped off
returned to the soil with a disk
slightly. Pesky three and Wilbefore the winter cover esc,p is
liams two.
seeded. In the early spring, a heaOmitted from the .300 figures try growth of rye, vetch arid crimis Barney McCosky of the Phila- son clover is turned under. Pie..
delphia Athletics. In seven years, ty of manure that has been stableMcCosky has a ;320 average but treated with superphosphate Is
he failed to plaf a game last sea- used. Nitrogen is ussi I as a sideson because of an injury. He was dressing for the corn and as a top
and, though he'll go to West dressing for the winter cover
put on the disabled list in May crop to increase the nitrogen supPalm Beach, Fla., with the A's ply in the growing crop. Complete
for spring training, he's still on fertilizer of a high analysi3 is
the disabled list.
used, both broadcast and in the
Taft Wright, carried with the row.
.300 hitters this time last year,
The plot of ground Mr. Napier
bows out at 36 with a .311 mark: used has been the same each
The A's gave him his outright re- year. It is well drained
bottomlease and he'll be playing with land with a small
stream cutting
the Louisville Colonels this sea- across one end.
The water table
son.
in the soil is so high, said Mr.
Buddy Lewis of the Washing- Phillips, that with
the use of crop
toe Senators also drops from the residue,
there are substantial
.300 hitters. The veteran was at yield
increases even in dry years.
an even .300 before his .245 mark
Among the top 10 growers in
of last season.
the four years of the corn derby,
Mr. Napier won the acre-division
Ladies of South and Central in 1947
with a yield of 174.4 bushAmerica often fasten great num- els an acre,
was runner-up the
bers of fire-flies to their evening next year
with 177.6 bushels, and
dresses for decorative lighting,
this year was state winner with
according to the Encyclopedia
a yield of 167.7 bushels.
Americana.
Mr. Napier's goal in corn production is to pass the 200-bushelper-acre mark. This year, for the
benefit of the community and to
help achieve his goal, he Conducted a variety yield demonstration
on another plot.

Corn Champ Mans
200 Bushel Yield

Farm Supplies

I

Just Received
Carload 28 gauge
5-V Galvanized
Roofing
$9.00 Square

Ammonium Nitrate
Plant Bed Burners
Field Seed
Wire Fence
Fertilizers
In Hopkinsville It's

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and arnottions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Twice40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of
Leader
.\ Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular
o.ature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re.
porters, shortie after the turn of the century, wrote them
July 21, 1931. Wallace Thomas- iting at the home of Mrs. Wade's
and Mrs. 0. M.
son has sold his interest in the parents, Rev.
Shultz, on Hopkinisville street,
Independent Ice Co., to Alex,
this city.
Clay and D. L. Wilson, who will
• • •
under
the
business
continue the
August 7, 1931. Clauscine Baker
original firm name.
is serving as special teacher at
• • •
Lewistown this week. He will
July 24, 1931. Miss Katharine teach at Cedar Bluff this year, it
Garrett is motoring through New being his second term there.
England and before retuning
• • •
will visit friends in Canada and
September 8, 1931. Mr. R. S.
Sneed is slowly improving from
Scotia.
the effects of serious injuries re• • •
•
at the
Hy 31, 1931. Misses Mildred ceived in an accident
Hosiery Mills several
and Martha Steger and Miss Mary Princeton
still confined to
Wilson Eldred left this week for days ago. He is
Infirmary,
the Eldred summer home orr St. his bed at the Barber
Haile as
Joseph's Island, Canada, where under the care of Miss
nurse.
they will spend the remaining
• • •
weeks of the summer. The trip
September 11, 1931. Hayden
was made by motor.
Withers, George F. Catlett and
• • •
yesterJuly 31, 1931. Mrs. Sam Shiver George Alfred Akin left
and dainty daughters of Orlando, day morning for Lexington where
Fla., are guests in the home of they will matriculate at the UniMr. and Mrs. Tom Young on versity of Kentucky for the enWashington Avenue. They were suing term.
• • •
accompanied on the trip here by
September 22, 1931. Malcolm
Mrs. Gus Henry Stegar of Atlanta, Ga., who is visiting rela- Cummins, Cosby Brinkley, Rustives in Paducah, but who will re- sell Goodaker, Walton Taylor,
turn here for a stay, before the Kermit Sigler, Misses Evelyn
P'Pool and Lois McDowell are
party motors home.
among those from this county at• • •
July 31, 1931. Miss Grace Tur- tending the Murray State Teachpin, Mies Gladys and Nellie ers College.
Perry and Mr. Billie Gresham
Four islands in the Marianas—
have returned from a trip to
Saipan, Guam, Rota and Tinsian—
Michigan.
are dotted with prehistoric burial
• • •
July 31, 1931. Mrs. Wade Smith, sites evidently erected centuries
daughter, Dexter, and son, Wade, before the islands were discoverJr., of Birmingham, Ala., are vis- ed by Magellan in 1521.

The G-E Space Maker Refrigerator is
packed with practical conveniences. For
example, the butter conditioner keeps butter at easy-spreading consistency.
It gives you one-third more refrigerated
food-storage space in the same floor space
occupied by former 6-cu-ft models.
You'll get years of day-after-day dependable service, because it's powered by the
famous CI-E sealed-in refrigerating system.

SHOOTS THE WORKS
Sydney — (AP) — A ship's
plater from Barrow-on-Furness is
in Sydney on the first leg of a
"soft" trip round the world. He is
Robert Crone, 54, who says he is
spending his life's savings on the
trip.
He told newsmen: "I want to
live soft for a year and go broke
in the process." He said he is
going to spend' about M2,240 seeing Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti, Panama, and America. Already he has spent about $1,387
on shipping and airline tickets.
Crone said he has been working
as a plater for $21 a week He
added with a smile: "I will be
broke but happy when I return
to my job."

8-cubic-foot model as low as
$229.00

MODEL NF-8F

ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

Moro Thor, 2.000,000
Rofrigerotoro Hove
A... in Use for 10 Yea re
or Longed

Phone 2081

11111111111.11111111111.1.1.11
STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIES"
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main Ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid), gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of Pen feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY,

ice were manufactun,
l)oiled States (I or wyt
!

_

a record crop of
burg
thorough! 1 foals for 1949 \
.•
total of 8,..ol2 foals of 1949
been registered. How many of
these will get to the races as twoyear-oldeiof 1951, only time and
the vicissitude?' of horse rearing
will tell. Lust year, of the 7,730
registered foals of 1947, a total of
1,574 won races as two-year-olds.
The previous record registration
was the 8,470 crop of 1948.

dlernitY

LI X

riders

Guam has been a U. S. possession for the last half century.

.
The things you need
Get extra cash
From us with speed
" '13aDoefan

Don't do without

MEDICAL
DENTAL CARE

that will he p yew And .
W E MAKE LOANS for anythlogmoney
in a hurry — to fat

if you find that you need the
advantage of an opportunity — or to meet a financial emsRaney — you'll really appreciate our fast service
Parswal to iet yaw: freer-4C — Repayment Mons ars
arranged to suit your income and your expenses, Phone or
Lorne in if you need extra cosh for any helpful purpose.
HOURS DAHY 900 TO 5.00-- SAT. 900 TO 700

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

SATURDAY, FEB. 11th
ROUSING STORY
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Jackie Cooper - Jackie Coogan

PLUS! MERRIE MELODY COMIC and NEWSREEL

PLUS! NO. 11 "GHOST OF ZORRO" and CARTOON

(.A. Woodall I

The Motion Picture Every American Should See!

Phone
Establish

"Not For

NEWSI' I has• tarred ,or hoinvolen
peper to find out what's'happening!"
gr•pes Jarvess (John Hodsak).

hzt)mate.

'A put skater
voadwa

"WM if the Muir
sor•

startteMsd
access!"
Nes. Com.e...

A Day

"lend
WA
ATTERIU01 Holley (Van Johnson)
teaches Denise how to
jitterbug...aid
she learns fast!

EGOSI Holley steals six eggs
right under the hen' But his prot,,ete
in making •n omelet is hilarlou,!

The

etPone Saide reaeve
'Walt&Town/

Kentucky

Ren

your dead stock pr

sanitary trucks
h. We pick up ho
on

... and the girl with the big blue eyes who left a dent in their hearts!

AT1LEGROUND

THE STORY OF FIFTY GUYS AND A

JOHNSON.ter+
VAN
• JOHN HONK
RICARDO MONTALBAN
GEORGE MURPHY

GIRL!

KENTUCKY

REN

We pay all
ne 3698

.•

Christmas tree.
(Scotty
young Hooper
but
right,
touch!
all
Beckett) suliStf the bom.

MARSHALL THOMPSON • JEROME COURTLAND
DON TAYLOR • BRUCE COWLING • JAMES
WHITMORE
DOUGLAS FOWLEY • LEON AMES • DENISE DARCEl.
Story and Screen Play by
POBERT PIROSN, AssorAteProduter

CHRISTMAS! It's s

COVERS. GROUND
Miami — (AP) — Trainer H.
M. Woolf personally saddled two
winners. 275 miles apart on the
same afternoon recently. After
sending out Karakorum to win
in the second at Sunshine Park,
near Tampa, Woolf caught a passenger plane to Miami, and was in
the Hialeah paddock in plenty of
time to tighten girth on the winning Gleneagles in the eighth.

Jockey

5/

--Ol•

GENERAL

Anwt It ly 50,000,4p.,

lit/P
! Al')--

4
SHOWS
DAILY!
1:40 P. M.
4:05 P. M.
6:30 P. M.
8:50 P. M.

Amtricen..,
Denise was blue-eyed. French and charm.
leg... anybody could gues• they'd have no
trouble understanding each other!
Holley on.

young. hr•sh,

-Directed by WILLIAM A. WELLMAN
Produced by DORE SCHARY
A MURO G,01.DWYII MAYER PICTURE

SUN., MON. & TUES. FEB.12-13-14

Popul
Prices!
ADULT
40c
CHILD
12c

1 DAY! WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15
Strange Adventure Exotic Mystery!

THUR. & FRI., FEB.16-17
BLAZING
\ GUNS!
mai •
OtAtila
4 ,HuresI

GEL ON
sigunrom

112
04•laannerr
ce.""" •Nan•

PLUS! RIR-TICKLING COMEDY and CARTOON

•rin

PLUS

WALT idMiNEV'S " HE RIG a
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Test Shows Clean
Grounds Make Pigs
Fatten Faster

Question Of Equal
Rights For Women
Is Not Yet Dead

Into iii riled 5VINICCI,
It recollection serves, that was
limit exactly what as lot of women
though would be a good idea in
the last war - an what England
had, Many -a WAC and WAVE
volunteer was browned off a few
years back when the armed services decided they would cut
back on the number of women
permitted to serve in the armed
forces.
The senator also felt that women no longer would be protected
against "vice" in the event the
proposal were ratified because
the Mann Act might be nullified.
As I understand it, the Mann
Act has to do with transportation
across state lines, and probably
is concerned with protecting only
a very small per cent of women
exposed to vice. After all, one
can get plenty of exposure to that
without even leaving one's home
town.
Finally, ti" Senator suggested
that divorce and alimony laws
would become void. Apparently,
alimony is a women's privilege.
In my time, I've heard of men
who received alimony, and there
probably would be more of them
except that in our society, it's
usually the man who makes a
bigger salary than the woman.

LIGHT FOR PIGS
Des Moines — (AP) — Researchers of the Iowa Agriculture
Experiment Station at Iowa State
College say an ordinary 100.watt
light bulb can prevent the lees of
many early pigs during the critical first two weeks.
The light bulb in a corner
brooder, or an Infra-red heat
lamp, will help provide a warm,
dry area for the litter to lie down
and sleep. These lamps also will
keep pigs from crowding the sow
too close for heat,

Frankfort — Spring pigs wit\
reach market weight faster if
they're furrowed on clean grouril
and fed in sanitary lots.
avid Taylor Marks
The American Foundation for
By,Cynthia Lowry
n are happy little copy- Animal Health
today cited test.
Once again the Congress is decontent
more
're never
which show that well cared to
bating a constitutional amendn, arrayed in some of pigs
reached a market weight o
ment providing equal rights for
or Father's castoff gar- 210 pounds,
a month earlier tha
women.
,'y parade — indoors or
pigs retarded by internal paraThis matter • has come up anssuming the dignity or sites.
nually for more than a quarter of
,1 airs of their elders.
The test also showed that clean
a century, and opinion on the
ecause they are such ground
-raised pigs required a hal
subject — when not composed of
the National Kinder- pound less
grain per pound of
wiseeracks — seems to be split
It Is estimated that more than
lation asks: "Did you gain.
wide open.
90 per cent of the energy used in
n to think that children
In addition to controlling parathe United States is applied
Senator Margaret Chase Smith,
like community news- sites,
the Foundation said, sanithrough machines.
for instance, thinks an amendWe may read of many tary farrowing
feeding practicea
ment would be a fine thing, and
family life by watching help
prevent a number of infecshe admits that it would mean
and girls at play and Us- tious diseases
and intestinal disthe end of women's privileges.
their conversations.
orders which account for heayy
The account I read of her posiheis are careful and pig losses every spring.
tion did not specify just what
readers,
says
the
As1
Other steps urged by the Founthose privileges consist of.
for
they will obtain help- dation to produce a
profitable HOW TO MAKE AN IIKOMP: This is how fosociated ress ctence
The
average. non-solitical
Editor
Howard W. Blakeske
relation' regardir g the spring pig crop ipclude:
visualizes the possible construction of a hydrogen super-bomb. Reputedly eight to 1,000 times more women I casually surveyed on
• GOOD QUALITY
of their pupils. For ex"1. Installation of guard rails
010 is kind to little chil- in farrowing houses 'to protect devastating than the Atomic bombs dropped on Japan during World War H, the H-bomb has been the subject mentioned unani• GOOD WORKMANSIIIP
the subject of behind-the-seences debate for at least four months. Mr. Truman said he gave the inously that such an amendrnent
en they are hurt, he pigs against crushing.
historic order because "it is part of my responsibility as commander-in-chief of our armed forces to would mean that men no Ringer
tn up and amuses them
"2. Furnishing clean earth of
*GOOD VALUE
remove their hats in elevators
y feel better. Tom must the newborn animals, to Provide see that our country is able to defend itself" against any attack. (AP Wirephoto)
when
women
were
present;
no
been
treated
kindly
eve
• IN GOOD TASTE
them with iron.
AUTO LIFE DOUBLED
longer gave up seats to women in
t have had practice in
"3. Check rations against defiPhiladelphia — (AP) — Toa
crowded
public
conveyanc
e,
and
nd, or he would not do ciencies of 8-complex
vitamins: day's automobile life expectancy
no longer let women go through
See
ughtful acts so naturally. prevent overeating
Cecil Sheperson of Boyle coun- doors first. As most of us
of rich con- has doubled. Today, whether the
know,
with Linda who runs to centrates.
ty produced a third more tobacco this type of privilege
vehicle is ready to fall apart or is
It is estimated that American
is almost
"4. At the first sign of a dis- fresh off the assembly line,
y her grandmother as
per acre where Ky. 35 (formerly as extinct as the antimacasa
r. At workers turn out goods worth an
• out to the automobile. ease outbreak, sick animals chances are that it will have
F 17A) was grown than Ky. 22.
this,half century mark we usu- average of roughly $1.50 for each Phone 32114
PrIseetset, KY
that she is helping, and should be isolated and a prompt more than 12 years of service
Mrs. L. E. Martin of Hart coun- ally encounter such old-world hour
worked.
ther enjoys watching her diagnosis obtained to make sure and 103,000 miles behind it bety
made
aluminum
51
By William Gober, Jr.
trays, after courtesy only when the male is
of the exact cause of the illness. fore reaching the junk heap. This
Jacksonville, Fla. — Are your learning about them in her home- trying to make an impression
on
"5. Pigs should be vaccinated compares with an average life nerves set a-jangle by a traffic makers club.
the lady is escorting.
agaiinst hog cholera, and in cer- span of about six years and 25,- tangle? Do you fret, fume or deFourteen 4-H clubs have been
On the other side of the coin,
tain areas against swine erysipe- 750 miles for the car of 1925:
velop a near-psychosis when reorganized in Elliott county with as the saying
goes, I find the ladlas."
membershi
a
you're
p
blocked
of
617
in
boys
by
sea
and
a
of
These figures are cited by W. L.
ies are dubious about gaining
girls.
autos?
much merely because there's a
bright eyes and their happy ex- Aiken, chief automotive engineer
Jim Bouldin of Todd county es- constitutio
pressions when she is holding her at SKF Industries, Inc. He's al- . Do you get jumpy and start
nal amendment.
timates
that his 40-acre field of
For instance, will an amendhand. Jack quickly picks up the ready driven his eirn car more barking at the driver ahead when
fescue saved him about three- ment mean
that women by the
pencil his teacher has dropped. than 200,000 miles — and it's still you brush bumpers? Feel sorry
for yourself because you have to fourths ton of hay per day for 60 hundreds immediately jump into
Marci-a never forgets her "thank going strong.
days
on
92
head
of
beef
cows.
expend
all
energy
that
in just
high echelon jobs in industry and
you" and "please." Susan, whe
"keeping - up - with-the-Joneses," driving an auto?
Four-H club enrollment in Mar- the professions
coughing, always remembers to
? It's still a newsand
long
as
tin
as
model
county
the
is
has
a
increased
by
233 paper story when a woman
7
40
Well, you ought to be ashamed
put her handkerchief over her
is
good one, there is no danger from
members, to bring it to 933 in 27 elected to
of yourself, says a man whose
a board of directors, is
mouth. Clifford rises when Moth- it. It
is full of possibilities to the
clubs.
elected preesident of a firm or
wsorries are about 200 times biger's friends speak to him.
alert parent.
About 450 members of 4-H clubs in some way
ger — every day.
gets into the class
Princeton, Ky.
Yes, says the association, th'
sy poultry-house diminTake for example, the book
in Oldham county inspected the of having maybe
two telephones
represents careful teaching an friends
He's Bill Sheetz, attendant at B. F. Avery
g, use Dr. Salsbury'.
Dial 2063
of our children. Often we
& Sons plant in and a bunch of flowers
on a tidy
practice, but what makes th do not realize
ex. Odorless Germex
how close they are an average-sized parking lot in a Louisville as a part of their an- desk.
practice
medium-si
enjoyable?
zed
American city. The nual achievement day
Boys an to our boys'and girls. Some chilplenty germ-killing
program.
There must be some way to go
girls are discriminating. Whe dren live
with their heroes and cars are jam-packed there all day
. Use regularly to semiLadino clover was seeded in towards
equality — If that's what
there is someone they like ver heroines day
long.
after
mixtures
' king water and foun.
day.
by 582 farmers in Mont- women are seeking,
itself a highmuch, they are apt to copy tha
Sheetz,
who's
51
So,
years
Mothers
old, goes gomery county last year.
and Dads, we
Disinfect brooder houses
ly debatable point — when the
person's ways and acts.
should be careful to whom we to work at 8 o'clock in the mornGray Bros. of Lyon county are happy-marriage
Germex. Ask for Dr.
experts find it
This "copycating" is just as na- introduce them.
Peter Rabbit, ing and quits at 7 o'clock at well pleased with the 70-acre pas- necessary to point
ury's Germex here.
out that hustural as breathing. As long as it Black Beauty, Tiny
Tic: and the night. In between, he moves 200 ture sowed last spring to fescue bands with regularly
•5 P
employed
does not eventually develop int rest of Bob Cratchit's
interesting autos on an ordinary day, sluic- and Ladino clover.
wives should help with the dishfamily, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy— ing them into their proper spots
In Jefferson county, homemak- es. Apparently,
many husbands
each of these characters and their without nicking a fender. He's ers increased the number of still think
it's a woman's priviassociations have a very special the only parking jockey on the clubs from 43 with 808 members, lege
and inalienable right to
meaning for every boy and girl. lot.
to 53 clubs with 1,055 members.
monopolize 'all kitchen drudgery.
This
means that a couple of
They are friends, and will be
Dairy products sold in RockIn the preliminary vocal skirfriends of long standing, leaving hundred times a day he must get castle county last year totaled mishes on
the equal rights subtheir influence and increasing it into a car, start the engine, shut- 6308,181.
ject, a gentleman from the south,
Phone 2441
tle it into its narrow riche and
as memories bring them back.
Mrs. Perry Dean of the Lock traditionally inhabited
by beauOne mother was heard to say, climb out again—a calisthenic Road Homemakers Club in Car- tiful and
Established 1907
completely protected
"I do wish people wouldn't give chore that wilts the average driv- roll county has made 20 slipcovers women,
raised his voice in firm
my boy books for presents. I like er just thinking about it.
for herself and friends.
opposition. Senator Estes KeSheetz,
who came here from
to help him select his reading maIt is predicted that dairying in fauver pointed out
Not For A Day But For All Time"
with alarm
terial myself. Some of the books Harrisburg, Pa., is a former foot- Monroe county will rank second that the
proposed legislation
he has given to him have no ball player, army sergeant and to tobacco in farmers' income by might mean
drafting of women
characters worth knowing." How railroader. He likes his present the end of the year.
well she understands the influ- job better than any he's ever had.
Homemakers in Henry county
ences radiated by those about The exercise makes him hungry. wired 275 lamps for electricity, afFEDERAL LAND BANK
At night he sleeps deeply.
whom a child reads.
ter learning the method in the!r
"Most drivers just got lead in homemakers clubs.
LOANS
Wheat is attacked by 77 dis- their, legs," he observes. "They're
Offer
used to sitting on soft auto seats, DAMS SAVE FISH
eases.
CHEAP
MONEY TO
and when they have to stir
Santa Ana, Calif. — (AP) —
around they get unhappy. It'd be Members of the
Izaak Walton
FARMERS -Through
good for most of them if they League have worked out
a check THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
had to rustle about and get some dam project which
permits yearLOAN ASS N.
real exercise. Nobody ever was around living conditions
for
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
hurt by it.
Loans
made
on good farms
stream
fish
in
this
wa&r-scar
ce
Did you ever stop to
The ex-soldier, who helped area.
from 10 to 33 years at 4% inthink about replacement
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
chase Pancha Villa through MexiUsing funds from Santa Ana terest on amortised payments
costs of clothing, linens,
co 34 years ago, has developed county's sham of
fish and game
valuother
and
curtains
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
SZIK
an uncanny dexterity in driving law fines, thagpsup
built 22 small
able items in your
autos backwards. In three seconds dams, in series of
threeand
four
and
Check
now
home?
ly. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
J. D. ALEXANDER
flat, he can zip into a space be- to back up water
into pools.
see if your present Fire
tween two parked cars, leaving
Secretary - Treasurer
Insurance adequately
four inches on either side. In two BOYS COLLECT SMILE
Dial 3351 — 'Pr'inceton. Ky.
covers these.
Bloomington, Ill. — (AP) —
years—during which he has parkJohn Branaman is 80. He lived
ed upwards of 100,000 cars—he
alone in a shack until fire turned
has scratched only two fenders.
We pay all phone charges.
Sheetz is half Navajo Indian it into a charred ruin. All he had
which, he figures, gives him more left were the clothes on his back.
rse 3698
Princeton, Ky.
Then three small boys went
stamina.
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERViCE
from house to house. They colIn Misr MAaffir St • • ,
lected a purse for Old John. It
NOT HIS DISH
Chicago — (AP) — John Ra- added up to a few pennies less
mone, who likes to juggle in his than $14. It was enough to bring
spare time, tossed three dinner a toothless smile to a time-seamed, weary face.
platesiinto the air.
He deftly caught No. 1 in one
Some 7,000 plant diseases cause
hand and No 2 in the other. The
No. 3 dish landed on his forehead. enough damage to be considered
After the wound was closed with economically important.
three stitches, he commented:
"Well, it always worked with
Parker "21" Pan
rubber balls."

Parking Jockey
Shames Jittery
Motorists
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NOTICE!

. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

We Are Now In Position To Do

Custom Mill Work
and

Demi Stock
WANTED

tin !rims free
But hts problie
Is lularuwil

Kiln Dry Lumber

RUBY & CO.
ittedisonville

s!

ENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

MuKCuomomm

• GOIO•roll
mous.4wef
-Stirrendee

Popu
Prices!
ADULT
40c
CHO
1'2c

TRACTOR TROUBLE?
Then
Make
Tracks
Here!
MR. FARMER:
Don't wait until the cow is out of the barn before you shut
the door. Dop't wait until you really need that tractor to have it
checked over. Let us put it in tip-top shape now while you are not
using it. CHECK UP TODAY!
• CARBURETOR
ADJUSTMENT
• MOTOR TUNING
•OVER1-1Aiggia

-17

reduces prices

Sept. 24, 1949, was New Year,
5710 in Israel, which has adopted the Jewish calendar.

If you are interested in an Electric Refrigerator,
Washing Machine, Sewing Machine, Ironer or
any other Electric Appliance - Phone 3726.
Come in and see us or send a Post Card to Harold
(Sam) McConnell, Princeton, Kentucky, 128 E.
Main St., and he will call on you.

Auto Associate
Store
FAST MAIN STREET

Dial 3305

on all 1950 passenger car models

Dial 3211

We Want To Sell or Trade

C & L TRACTOR CO.
S. Seminary St,

$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

SAVINOS TO YOU OF

sS6 to*141
IN FACTORY oauvaluo PRICES

Sensationally lower prices now
give you the benefit of Studebakeri
all-time peak production!
for yourself how the strikingly beautiful 1960 Vat war
excel in sleek modem styling in OS ellosselly --/is mom
in handling ease —in freedom from Mk* replinat
a AIMiii101110(

Come in now! See
Studebakere

STUOESAKERIS JEISItitr 1110tWei
Si. yew Obeleleiter doge atitit
aladeitlit

amOINIP MONSMIIIM.IMP11•101111PINIPONIM

PIIIIIIMMOISAWBOOMIP.

Thurscio , February 9, j
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for the improvement of:
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We especially
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g 00(1 pasture mixtures, seeding
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NOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE
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CAMP LINgS: The Future Farmers of America's new camp site on Kentucky lake
was the subject for Frankfort Office. The right Is rethroughout most of the year.
bY
discussion when FFA President Gerald Dunaway (left) and FFA Past Preside
•
nt Lynwood Schrader served to reject any and all bids.
A good mixture for permanent (right) met
with Dr. Ralph Woods (center), president of Murray State College, on the college
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
campus Frankfo
pasture that will give grazing .ecently
ROSSELLINI ARGUES
rector
rt, Kentucky
.
throughout most of the year, is
February 2, 1950
32-2tc Roberto Rossellini (left), with his left hand clenched, argues with
using 10 to 12 pounds of either
Roy Rowan (right, foreground), a writer, and Jack Birns, photoKy. 31 Fescue or Orchard grass
grapher, both of Time and Life, in doorway of Villa Margherita
o art anno
n
with a mixture of from five to
clinic in Rome after a scuffle involving Rossellini and Sims. Rosseven pounds of lespedeza and
sellini charged out of .his car at a group of photographers as he reone pound of ladino clover per
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
capital required. B o x 529, turned to the clinic where Actress Ingrid Bergman gave birth to a
just'e:sowwit7aildi.ng
chariod
h.i°'I'NgrPin,
1::
acre.
Plans for utilization of the Fu- statewide program, Dr. Woods
son Thursday. He seized Birns and shook him. Birns shoved back.
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Princeton, Ky
32-2tc
The ladino clover and grass ture Farmers of America
After they broke away Rossellini entered the clinic and walked upSaturday by federal
's new said...-that . "Proper, well-planned
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
will give early pasture beginning 150 acre
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano, stairs. (AP Wirephoto by iadiost
camp site in the Big recreation should
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rom
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
be an integral
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not overhead, at Dye Piano Co ,
ll
area on Kentucky
°Ibusband,jotagnes2pal
Regular $59,95
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
fall -pasture with the leepedeza Lake
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Nest Ballroom every Saturday
were discussed recently at part of every well-organized life.
helping out during mid-summer. Murray
32-47tp
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Long Fed Steers ....$24.00 27.00
just what they mean in
extra
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Short Fed Steers .... 22 00 24.00
31-2tc they drove their automobile from
comfort ahd wear.
a wooded area on Silvertree road
Medium Quality Butcher
FOR SALE: Wheat and barley onto Highway 68.
thods To Improve
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PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
,
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or Turnip, No. 2 can
.
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NEV POTATOES
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Aetna Pipeline

5 pc. Dinnette
Special at $49,

Studio Bed,C

Duran Plasti
$59.95
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A Real Buy A
$29.95

SERVICE

Bedroom
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For Only $89

:.FURNITURE

Red Front Offers
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Our Third Anniversary...

Cook with PERFECTION!
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25c

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
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Meat Specials
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